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Introduction 

1 These closing legal submissions are intended to be read in conjunction with the 

opening submissions presented on 22 February 2016 on behalf of Canterbury Sports 

Limited.  

2 These submissions will address : 

 The implications of the Residential (Stage 2) decision of the IHP; 2.1

 The planning position presented to the Panel on 16 March 2016; 2.2

 The approach taken to applications for similar activities; and 2.3

 How the Panel should apply the Canterbury Regional Policy Statement (RPS) 2.4

in this context.  

The implications of the Residential (Stage 2) decision of the Panel 

3 The decision of the Panel on the Residential (Stage 2) hearing was released on 11 

March 2016 (Decision 17). Decision 17 addressed the RPS and Land Use Recovery 

Plan (LURP) issue in detail, as several submitters sought the rezoning of land outside 

the Map A ‘urban limits’ from a rural zone to a residential zone. 

4 The conclusions reached by the Panel were: 

 “the language of the CRPS is clear and properly restrictive” and it is “highly 4.1

directive” at [94]. 

Comment: The plan is only highly directive as to the avoidance of greenfield 

residential industrial and commercial development outside of the Map A line.  

The CRPS is clear that recreational activities can be either urban or rural.  

Given that the plan is highly directive those restrictive elements of the 

direction should not be implied or carried over to activities which the line did 

not seek to protect 

 “The limits on the location and areas made available for greenfields housing 4.2

development land will ensure recovery  resources are managed effectively” 

at [100]. 

Comment: An explicit reference to the restrictive element of the policy being 

applied to greenfields housing.  Areas where people living within those areas 

are expected to undertake recreational activities is left for the balance of the 

plan provisions to apply. The plan contemplates case-by-case analysis of 

those recreational activities appropriately located in rural areas because of 
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their larger size and those appropriate to the urban context. Practical 

examples of those located in a rural context which are of a similar scale and 

size, such as Hawkes Bay and Cambridge, have been referred to during the 

course of the hearing. 

 In relation to Policy 6.3.7 the Panel concluded at [95] that the areas 4.3

identified “are sufficient for both growth and residential relocation through to 

2028. 

Comment: The focus of the urban limit contained in Map A is not all 

encompassing.  It is to define urban and residential growth within a certain 

timeframe.  There is no suggestion that the policy is to apply a restrictive 

interpretation on recreational facilities – which the plan contemplates a wide 

range of sites being available to satisfy community needs having regard to 

the space required for such sites.  It is submitted that a 19 hectare site is 

large and highly unusual in the context of Urban Christchurch. 

 “it is not for us to second guess how CRPS came into existence when its 4.4

lawfulness has not been challenged” at [101]. 

Comment: Given that the interpretation is clear, the Panel has indicated that 

it is not appropriate to start implying other activities which are not explicitly 

mentioned into the CRPS policy – where the CRPS is otherwise neutral in 

the choice of locations for larger scale recreational activities.  Given that the 

policy is highly restrictive and directive, it is submitted that the Panel should 

not seek to imply wider relevance. 

 Although Decision 17 only addressed the residential zones, the Panel stated 4.5

at [96] “Urban development limitations are not limited to residential. They 

extend to commercial and industrial”.  

Comment: This extension beyond the residential ‘sphere’ is likely a 

precursor to the approach the Panel will take to requests seeking to allow 

commercial and industrial development beyond the ‘urban limit’, when 

contemplating the Commercial and Industrial Stage 2 proposal. However, no 

mention was made of recreational activities as “urban developments, which 

is consistent with the approach advanced by CSL throughout this hearing: 

that recreational activities are neutral to any issue of residential, commercial 

and industrial activities outside the urban limit line. Factors defining their 

location are based on scale and nature and extent of the activity – rather 

than the line on Map A. 
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5 This differentiation between residential activities and others can be supported for 

several reasons: mainly for the fact that both the LURP and the RPS make specific 

reference to residential, commercial and industrial activities, but not to recreational. 

Recreation activities are also aligned with the overall thrust of the RPS, which is to 

prevent urban development from ‘mushrooming’ out beyond the urban limits. Unlike 

residential, commercial and industrial, the drivers for recreational development are 

usually focussed on access, transportation routes from urban areas, spatial separation 

from noise sensitive receptors, and availability of land – rather than financial gain. By 

way of example, CSL is proposing to develop a world-class facility, with State Highway 

access, at no cost to the ratepayer, and although some costs will be recovered from 

users of the facility, it is unlikely to be of a level to recoup the costs expended by CSL. 

This is completely different to a commercial, industrial or residential development, 

where cheaper land on the outskirts of the city could be sold off for a profit.  

6 CSL continues to submit that the restriction on urban development beyond the urban 

limit does not apply to recreational activities. Therefore, the RPS does not act as a 

barrier to allowing the OMF zoning – which is accepted as the most appropriate zone 

by all three experts
1
. 

The planning position presented to the Panel on 16 March 2016; 

7 The Expert Conferencing Statement (Statement) prepared by the planners after the 

hearing includes an Outline Development Plan, which outlines the boundary 

treatment, as well as three different areas dictating what sorts of activities are or are 

not allowed.    

8 As outlined in the Statement, there are two different ‘scenarios’ that have been 

outlined: 

 Where there is no jurisdictional issue under the RPS; or 8.1

 Where an issue does exist.  8.2

9 The Planners’ approach is to cover off both scenarios on the basis that their approach 

was not to resolve an issue of jurisdiction before the Panel. 

10 CSL supports the view of Mr Phillips that in either scenario, the OMF zone is most 

appropriate. On the position of Mr Phillips (as included with these submissions as 

Appendix 1 and Appendix 2), the site coverage rules would be reduced, along with a 

slight amendment to one policy.   

 

                                                      

1
 See point 6 of the Expert Conferencing Statement.  
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The approach taken to applications for similar activities 

11 As was traversed by Mr Daysh at the hearing, the establishment of this sort of facility 

is not unusual in a rural context, with examples such as the Hawkes Bay Sports Park 

and the Cambridge ‘Avantidrome’ Velodrome.  

12 We acknowledge that both of these examples occurred in different planning 

frameworks (with the Avantidrome granted resource consent, and the Hawkes Bay 

Sports Park applying for a private plan change). However, we consider it useful for the 

Commissioners to keep in mind the appropriateness of a recreation facility 

establishing in the rural environment, particularly when it is located so close to an 

urban centre.  

How the Panel should apply the RPS in this context  

13 This issue has been thoroughly traversed in opening submissions, and also in the 

evidence of Mr Phillips. We do not propose to duplicate that reasoning here, as it is 

well established that the position of CSL is that the jurisdictional issues are avoided by 

virtue of this being a recreational activity, requiring a rural zone.  

14 The meaning of the term “require” did arise over the course of the hearing. Guidance 

for the Panel may be taken from the High Court consideration of the term “require” in 

Edmonds v Attorney General
2
. It considered “require” to be something less than 

‘essential’, but something more than ‘expedient or desirable’. It is submitted that the 

definition requires more than a single-factor evaluation. It can take into account the 

“market” for the recreational activities as well as the drivers listed in paragraph 6 of 

these submissions. The evidence of Mr Meyn outlined the reasons for the purchase of 

the Yaldhurst land – as land within the City (although desirable from a planning 

framework), was simply not achievable due to the size required for the facility, and the 

availability of land.  

Dated 30 March 2015 

  

 ______________________________ 

Ewan Chapman / Jamie Robinson 

Counsel for Canterbury Sports Limited 

 

                                                      

2
 In Edmonds v Attorney General High Court, Wellington, 3/5/2005, CIV-2000-485-695 at [38]. 
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PROVISIONS FOR 466-482 YALDHURST ROAD 
15/3/2016 

 
 
 
 

Key: 
 

This is the amended position of the Council as at 15 March 2016 (for the purposes of 
Canterbury Sports Ltd / Bridgman submissions resolution through conferencing of expert 
planning witnesses).  

 
The following text is from the Stage 2 notified version of the proposed Christchurch City 
Council Replacement District Plan merged with Stage 3 Chapter 18 (part) text and Chapter 
13.7 Central City Open Space.  
 
The Stage 2 text is shown in black. Additions to the text resulting from merging of Stage 3 
Chapters 18 (part) and Chapter 13.7 are shown in as normal text in blue, deletions are shown 
as struck through bold text in blue. The combined text has also been amended as a result of 
Council's consideration of submissions – additions made before 19 November 2015 (the date 
on which the interim amended version was circulated) are underlined in black text and 
deletions are struck through in black text. The text has been amended further as a result of 
mediations and/or Council's consideration of submissions - additions made after 19 
November 2015 are underlined red text and deletions are struck through red text This version 
was filed with Council's evidence on 19 January 2016.  
 
The text has been amended after 19 January 2016 as a result of further considerations in 
response to the submitter evidence filed and is attached to the Council's rebuttal evidence 
filed on 4 February 2016. Additions made after 19 January 2016 are underlined purple text 
and deletions are struck through purple text. 
 
As a result of further mediations with submitters between 4 February 2016 and the hearing 
scheduled for 17 February 2016, additional amendments have been made to the text. 
Additions are underlined pink text and deletions are struck through pink text. 
 
Further amendments were made during or after the hearing. Additions are underlined orange 
text and deletions are struck through orange text. Note: Text highlighted in yellow indicates 
changes required for Canterbury Sports Ltd facility at Yaldhurst in agreement by the planners. 
Text highlighted in turquoise indicates changes proposed by Canterbury Sports Ltd facility at 
Yaldhurst in the event that the Panel determines that the CRPS does not impose a 
jurisdictional barrier.  

 
The source of scope for the change is identified in square brackets after the relevant change 
e.g. [Council, #310.1, page 1]. 
 

For completeness, note that this document also contains dark blue text and underlined green 

text. This text is as it appears in the notified proposals and indicates links to other provisions 
in Proposal 18 or other Proposals and links to definitions respectively (i.e. it does not represent 
amendments). 
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18.3 Rules - Open Space Metropolitan Facilities Zone 

Note: Any text shown in blue results from integration of the Stage 3 Chapter 18 with the Stage 2 
Chapter 18 [Crown, #3721.17, page 22] 

18.3.1 How to use the rules 

18.3.1.1 The rules that apply to activities in the Open Space Metropolitan Facilities Zone are 
contained in: 

 
a. The Activity Status Tables (including Activity Specific Standards) in Rule 18.3.2. 
b. Built Form Standards in 18.3.3.  

 
18.3.1.2 The rules that apply to activities within the following specific areas of the Open Space 

Metropolitan Facilities Zone are contained in the Activity Status Tables particular to the 
Outline Development Plan area and Rules in 18.3.4 – 18.3.5. 

 
a. Canterbury Agricultural Park accommodating activities of the Canterbury 

Agricultural and Pastoral Society and Agribusiness Centre, adjacent to the 
Christchurch Southern Motorway / Curletts Road - (Rule 18.3.4, Appendix 18.8.1).  

b. Christchurch Stadium, in the Rugby League Park at 91- 95 Jack Hinton Drive (Rule 
18.3.5, Appendix 18.8.2). 

 
18.3.1.3 The Activity Status Tables and standards in the following Chapters also apply to activities 

in the Metropolitan Facilities Zone (where relevant): 
 

5  Natural Hazards; 

6 General Rules and Procedures; 

7 Transport; 

8 Subdivision, Development and Earthworks; 

9 Natural and Cultural Heritage; 

11 Utilities and Energy; 

12 Hazardous Substances and Contaminated Land; and 

19 Coastal Environment 

 

18.3.1.4 Privately owned Open Space Metropolitan Facilities zoned sites which are no longer 
required for recreation and major and/or minor sport activities shall be subject to the 
provisions of the underlying zones specified in Table 1 below. 

Table 1: Privately owned Metropolitan Facilities - underlying zones 
 

Privately owned Metropolitan Facilities Underlying Zone 

i. Christchurch Park 
ii. Rugby Park 
iii. Wilding Park  
iv. Kearneys Park (currently known as Linfield 

Cultural Recreational Sports Club) 

Residential Suburban Zone – 
Rule 14.2 

v. Shirley Golf Course 
vi. Avondale Golf Course 
vii. Waimairi Beach Golf Course 

Residential Suburban Zone  – 
Rule 14.2 

viii. Riccarton Racecourse 
ix. Addington Racecourse  

Residential Suburban Density 
Transition Zone  – Rule 14.2 
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x. Christchurch Sports and Entertainment Centre at 
55 Jack Hinton Drive, Addington (currently 
known as Horncastle Arena) 

xi. Lancaster Park Stadium, 40 Stevens Street Industrial General Zone  – 
Rule 16.2 

xii. 466-482 Yaldhurst Road [Canterbury Sports 
Limited, #2277] 

Rural Urban Fringe Zone – 
Rule 17.3 [Canterbury Sports 
Limited, #2277] 

 

18.3.1.5 Reference should also be made to any other applicable rules, resource consent 
requirements or constraints within other legislation or ownership requirements 
including the following: [Crown, #2387.831, page 227] 

a. Reserves Act. 

b. Regional Rules under Canterbury Regional Council Plans, in particular: 

i. Any proposed works in the Coastal Marine Area which may be subject to 
relevant rules administered by the Canterbury Regional Council.  

ii. Any activity involving the taking, damming or diverting of water or the 
discharge of contaminants may require resource consent from the Regional 
Council. 

c. Conservation Act; 

d. The Council Marine and River Facilities Bylaw 2008; 

e. Environment Canterbury Navigation Safety Bylaws 2010. [Crown, #2387.831, page 
227] 

 

18.3.2 Activity Status Tables – Open Space Metropolitan Facilities Zone 

18.3.2.1 Permitted Activities 

a. In the Open Space Metropolitan Facilities Zone (other than the areas identified in 18.3.1.2) the 
activities listed below are Permitted Activities if they comply with the Activity Specific Standards 
set out in this table and the Built Form Standards in Rule 18.3.3. 

b. Activities may also be Restricted Discretionary, Discretionary, Non-complying or Prohibited as 
specified in Rules 18.3.2.3, 18.3.2.4, 18.3.2.5 and 18.3.2.6 below 

 

Activity Activity Specific Standards: 

P1 Recreation Activity and/or 
Recreation Facility 

a. Nil. 
a.  Any Recreation facilities shall be limited to those 

permitted in P2-P24 below. [Naval Point Club, 
#2305.4-2305.9, pg13-14, C Edwards, #2386.4-2386.9, 
pg13-14, Canterbury Coastguard, #2244.11-2244.13, 
and others*3] 

                                                      
3 A Herriott, #2429; A Rondel, #2166; A Taylor, #2424; A Grindley-Jones, #2398; Boat Safety, #2299 and identical others -  e.g. 

#2303; #2289, #2393; G Suckling, #2175.3 - 2175.4, p2 and identical others #2175, 2177, 2252, 2253, 2256, 2258, 2261, 2262, 
2266, 2268, 2273, 2284, 2289, 2291, 2293, 2294, 2299, 2303, 2327, 2384, 2388, 2390, 2392, 2393, 2394, 2395, 2396, 2397, 
2398, 2400, 2401, 2402, 2405, 2407, 2408, 2411, 2413, 2414, 2417, 2424, 2429, 2431, 2434, 2437, 2438, 2441, 2442, 2573, 
2575, 2576, 2577,2578, 2579, 2580, 2581, 2582, 2583, 2593. 
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P2 Minor Sports Facility a. Nil. At the Naval Point Boat Harbour, 16-25 Marina 
Access, Lyttelton, any Minor Sports Facilities shall be 
limited to facilities for the purposes of or ancillary to 
recreational boating and marine recreation activities;  

b. In all other areas - Nil. 
[Naval Point Club, #2305.4-2305.9, pg13-14, C Edwards, 
#2386.4-2386.9, pg13-14, Canterbury Coastguard, 
#2244.11-2244.13, and others*4] 

P3 Major Sports Facility a. At the Naval Point Boat Harbour, 16-25 Marina Access, 
Lyttelton, any Major Sports Facilities shall be limited 
to:  
i. facilities for the purposes of or ancillary to 

recreational boating and marine recreation 
activities;  

ii. boat ramps, jetty and recreational boat launching 
facilities; 

iii. boat storage, sheds, and repair and maintenance 
facilities;  

iv. sports club rooms/clubhouse; and 
v. scout hall facilities. [Naval Point Club, #2305.4-

2305.9, pg13-14, C Edwards, #2386.4-2386.9, 
pg13-14, Canterbury Coastguard, #2244.11-
2244.13, and others*4] 

Shall be limited to: 
b.a. In all other areas shall be limited to sSites greater than 

10,000m2 in area, except for: 
i.  the Rollerdrome Reserve, 19 Garvins Road, Hornby. 

P4 Gymnasium  a.  Excluding health care facility. 

P5 Ancillary sports and fitness health 
care services 

a. Nil.   

P6 Park Management Activity and /or 
Park Management Facility  

a. Nil. 

P7 Public Amenities a. Any public amenities building containing toilets and/or 
changing rooms shall be setback a minimum of 20m 
from the boundary with any Residential or Rural zone. 
[Canterbury Sports Limited, #2277] 

P8 Conservation activity  a. Nil. 

P9 Customary harvesting  
 
 

a.  Nil  
Note: this rule does not override the requirements to 
obtain permission of the landowner or administrator for 
any customary harvesting of taonga species.  [Rod Donald 
Trust, #2311.68, pg11] 

P10 Public Artwork a. Nil. 

                                                      
4 A Herriott, #2429; A Rondel, #2166; A Taylor, #2424; A Grindley-Jones, #2398; Boat Safety, #2299 and identical others -  e.g. 

#2303; #2289, #2393; G Suckling, #2175.3 - 2175.4, p2 and identical others #2175, 2177, 2252, 2253, 2256, 2258, 2261, 2262, 
2266, 2268, 2273, 2284, 2289, 2291, 2293, 2294, 2299, 2303, 2327, 2384, 2388, 2390, 2392, 2393, 2394, 2395, 2396, 2397, 
2398, 2400, 2401, 2402, 2405, 2407, 2408, 2411, 2413, 2414, 2417, 2424, 2429, 2431, 2434, 2437, 2438, 2441, 2442, 2573, 
2575, 2576, 2577,2578, 2579, 2580, 2581, 2582, 2583, 2593. 
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P11 Ancillary Office Activity a.  The combined floor area of all ancillary office activities 
shall not exceed 10% of the gross floor area of all 
buildings on the site. 

P12 Ancillary Retail Activity a.  Any ancillary retail activity shall be limited to sites 
greater than 10,000m2 in area; and 

b.  The combined floor area of all ancillary retail activities 
shall not exceed 10% of the gross floor area of all 
buildings on the site. 

P13 Food and Beverage Outlet a.  Any food and beverage outlet shall be accessory to 
recreation, major and/or minor sport activities on the 
same site; and 

b.  The combined floor area of all food and beverage 
outlets shall not exceed 10% of the gross floor area of 
all buildings on the site.  

P14 Conference and function facilities 
 

a. Any conference and function facilities shall be 
accessory to recreation, major and/or minor sport 
activities on the same site.  

P15 Guest accommodation Any guest accommodation shall be: 
a. Accessory to recreation, major and/or minor sport 

activities on the same site; and  
b. Limited to privately owned Open Space Metropolitan 

Facilities zoned sites listed in 18.3.1.4 - Table 1; 
except that 
c. Rules P15 a. and b. shall not apply to guest 

accommodation permitted in P21. [Crown, #2387.8, 
pg29] 

P16 Community activities and/or 
community facilities  

Any community facilities shall: 
a. exclude health care facilities; and 
b. be accessory to or co-located with recreation facilities 

or major or minor sports facilities on the same site. 

P17 Community market 
 

a. All community markets not involving any noise 
amplified activity shall comply with noise provisions in 
Rule 6.1.4.1.1.1 and Table 1; 

b. Any community market involving noise amplified 
activity shall comply with noise provisions in Rule 
6.1.4.2.4 as if it were a temporary activity. 

P18 Residential unit /activity [Crown, 
#2387.8, pg29] 

Any residential activity shall: 

a.  Be located in an existing residential unit; or 
b.  Be located within a new residential unit provided that: 

i. it is used for caretaker and site management 
purposes only; and 

ii. it is located on sites greater than 10,000m2; and 
iii. it is not located within the Aair Nnoise Ccontour 

(50 dBA Ldn); and [CIAL, #2348.138, pg51] 
iv. there is only one residential unit on any site.;  

except that 
c. Rules P18 a. and b. shall not apply to residential 

activities permitted in P21. [Crown, #2387.814, pg.29] 

P19 Use of Motorised craft  
 

Shall be limited to: 
a.  The Roto Kohatu Park water body (off Sawyers Arms 

Road). 
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P20 Motorised sports activity  Motorised sport activities shall: 
a. Be limited to the existing facilities of the Canterbury 

Kart Club site at 92 Carrs Road; and  
b. Comply with the noise standards specified in Chapter 6, 

General rules, Rule 6.1.4.2.4 – Noise standards by 
location. 

P21 The following additional activities 
within a building listed as a 
historic heritage item place: 
[Crown, #2387.6, pg 28] [Council, 
#2123.2, pg2] 
i. recreation activity and/or 

facility; 
ii. public amenities;  
iii. ancillary office activity; 
iv. ancillary retail activity; 
v. food and beverage outlet; 
vi. gymnasium;  
vii. conference and function 

facilities; 
ii.viii. guest accommodation; 
viii. community facility; 
iii.ix. residential activity; 
iv.x. cultural facility [Crown, 
#2387.6, pg 28]  

a. The hours of operation of any activity other than 
residential activity and guest accommodation shall be 
limited as follows: 
i. The activity shall only operate between the hours 

of 7am and 7pm on sites adjacent to Central City 
rResidential and Guest Accommodation zZones, 
and/or Central City Guest Accommodation Zone 
Accommodation and Community Facilities 
Overlay; or 

ii. 6am – 11pm on all other sites not adjacent to 
Central City residential zones and/or Central City 
Guest Accommodation Zone. [Council, #2123.67, 
page 12] [Crown, #2387.859-.861, page 226]  

a.b. Residential activity shall be limited to no more than 
two residential units. 

b.c. Irrespective of anything to the contrary in this Plan, any 
activities within a heritage item or heritage setting shall 
be exempt from compliance with: 

i. Rules 7.2.3 in relation to parking and loading – 
Open Space Zones 

Note: Refer also to Rule 9.3.3.5 for rules relating to historic 
heritage places. 

P22 Emergency service facilities, 
including Coastguard 
Canterbury
  
Emergency 
services
  

a. Nil 

P23 Facilities for servicing boats 
including: 
i. the supply of potable water to 

boats; 
ii. the transfer of effluent wastes 

from boats to land based 
facilities; 

iii. the collection and transfer of 
refuse from boats. 

Shall be limited to: 
a. The Naval Point Boat Harbour, 16-25 Marina Access, 

Lyttelton 

P24 Parking areas a. On sites adjoining a Residential or Rural Zone, trees 
shall be provided adjacent to the shared boundary at a 
ratio of at least 1 tree for every 10 metres of the 
boundary or part thereof, and evenly spaced. 
[Canterbury Sports Limited, #2277] 

b. In addition to the above: 
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i. one tree shall be planted for every 5 car parking 
spaces provided between buildings and the street; 
and 

ii. trees shall be planted within or adjacent to the car 
parking area at the front of the site. 

c. For guidance and information on tree species, refer to 
General Rules and Procedures, Appendix 6.11.6, Part B.  

P25 Maintenance and upgrade of 
existing flood and/or bank 
erosion mitigation and protection 
works, where undertaken by the 
Christchurch City Council, 
Canterbury Regional Council or 
the Crown. [ECan, #2249.61, 

page 11] 

a.  Nil 

P26 Activities/ facilities at 466-482 
Yaldhurst Road (Yaldhurst 
Recreation and Sports Facility) 
identified on the Outline 
development plan in Appendix 
18.8.4 limited to: 
i. Activities/facilities specified 

in P1 to P15, P17, P18 and P24 
in Rule 18.3.2.1.[Canterbury 
Sports Limited, #2277; 
Bridgman, #FS 2820] 

a. Activities and facilities, including parking areas, in 
Areas 1, 2 and 3 shall be in accordance with the 
Outline development plan in Appendix 18.8.4 
including the landscaping requirements and special 
conditions listed for Area 1; 

b. There shall be no outdoor recreation activities, 
conference and function facilities in Area 2; 

c.  All activities, including parking areas and mechanical 
plant and equipment, in Areas 1, 2 and 3 shall adhere 
to a noise management plan that: 

i. is prepared by a suitably qualified acoustic expert; 

ii. demonstrates, as a minimum, compliance with 
the relevant noise rules in Chapter 6;  

iii. contains a set of identified goals for the 
management of the site to minimise adverse 
noise effects (including cumulative effects) on the 
amenity of properties immediately adjoining the 
site resulting from organised recreational sporting 
activities, an aspirational noise limit and 
measures to achieve the goals and to reduce, over 
time, the use of offensive or objectionable 
language at the site; 

iv. specifies the range of activities and buildings that 
are subject to the noise management plan; 

v. is certified by the Christchurch City Council  in 
respect of rule P26(c)(i) to (iv) prior to the 
establishment of the activity; and  

vi. shall be amended and recertified in accordance 
with P26(c)(i) to (v), where activities or buildings 
are proposed that are not specified in the noise 
management plan as required by rule P26(c)(iv);  

d. Buildings in Areas 1 and 2 shall have no opening doors 
or windows on the northern façade; 
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e. No public address systems or external amplified 
speakers shall be used on the site; 

f. All flood lighting shall be controlled by an automated 
system and shall not be used outside of the hours of 
16:00 to 22:00; 

g. All outdoor recreation activities shall be limited to the 
hours of 07:00 to 22:00; 

h. All indoor facilities and buildings shall not be in use 
outside of the hours of 05:00 to 23:00.  

i. Use of clubroom facilities shall be limited to events, 
functions or gatherings ancillary to sports-related 
recreation. For the avoidance of doubt this shall 
exclude functions such as weddings, 21st's, funerals 
and conferences, except that: 

 i. up to a total of 12 non-sport related 
functions or events shall be permitted over 
the course of any calendar year provided that 
the total number of days for all of those 
events combined does not exceed 12 days;  

 ii. A record of the dates and duration of any 
non-sport related functions or events shall be 
kept, and made available to the Christchurch 
City Council on request. 

 [Canterbury Sports Limited, #2277; Bridgman, #FS 2820 

 

18.3.2.2 Controlled Activities 

 

There are no Controlled  Activities  

 

a. The activities listed below are Controlled Activities. 
 

Activity The Council’s control shall be limited to the 
following matters: 

C1 New buildings / structures (including 
stopbanks) for the purposes of flood 
and/or bank erosion mitigation and/or 
protection, where undertaken by the 
Christchurch City Council, Canterbury 
Regional Council or the Crown. [ECan, 

#2249.61, page 11] 

a.   The visual impact of the proposed flood 
protection or bank erosion works on open space 
and any neighbouring sites and public places, 
and any mitigation proposed. 

b. The potential effects  during construction of the 
flood protection or bank erosion works both 
within and surrounding the site, including 
increased erosion and sedimentation, noise, 
dust and traffic, and any mitigation proposed. 

c. The adequacy and appropriateness 
of measures  proposed to reinstate the open 
space affected by the works post construction 
including  but not limited to landscaping 
or grassing where applicable. [ECan, #2249.61, 

page 11] 
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18.3.2.3 Restricted Discretionary Activities 

a. The activities listed below are Restricted Discretionary Activities. 

b. Discretion to grant or decline consent and impose conditions is restricted to the Matters of 
Discretion set out in 18.7 for each standard, as set out in the following table: 

 

Activity The Council’s discretion shall be limited to the 
following matters: 

RD1 Any Activity listed in 18.3.2.1, P2-
P3 (Minor or Major sports 
facility) that does not meet one 
or more of the Activity Specific 
Standards. 
[Naval Point Club, #2305.4-
2305.9, pg13-14, C Edwards, 
#2386.4-2386.9, pg13-14, 
Canterbury Coastguard, 
#2244.11-2244.13, and others*5] 

a. Minor and major sports facilities – 18.7.1.1 

  

RD2 Any Activity listed in 18.3.2.1, P4 
(Gymnasium) that does not meet 
one or more of the Activity 
Specific Standards. 

a. Scale of activity, and displacement, 
multifunctional, non-recreational, community 
and cultural facilities – 18.7.1.2. [Crown, 
#2387.900 - 2387.902, page 234] 

b. Traffic generation and access – 18.7.1.3.4. 

c. Hours of Operation – 18.7.1.4.5. 

RD3 Any Activity listed in 18.3.2.1, P7 
(Public Amenities) that does not 
meet one or more of the Activity 
Specific Standards. 

a. Public amenities (Open Space Community Parks, 
Metropolitan Facilities, and Natural Zones) - 
18.7.1. 6.7. 

RD4 Any Activity listed in 18.3.2.1, 
P11 (Ancillary Office Activity), 
P12 (Ancillary Retail Activity) and 
P13 (Food and Beverage Outlets) 
that does not meet one or more 
of the Activity Specific Standards. 

a. Scale of activity, and displacement, 
multifunctional, non-recreational, community 
and cultural facilities – 18.7.1.2. 

b. Traffic generation and access – 18.7.1.3.4. 

c. Hours of operation – 18.7.1.4.5. [Crown, 
#2387.859-.861, page 226] 

RD5 Any Activity listed in 18.3.2.1, 
P14 (Conference and function 
facilities) and P15 (Guest 
accommodation) that does not 
meet one or more of the Activity 
Specific Standards.  

a. Multifunctional facilities, non-recreational uses 
and scale of activities – 18.7.1.15. Scale of 
activity, and displacement, multifunctional, non-
recreational, community and cultural facilities - 
18.7.1.2 

b. Traffic generation and access – 18.7.1.3.4. 

RD6 Any Activity listed in 18.3.2.1, 
P16 (Community facilities) that 

a. Community and cultural facilities – 18.7.1.3. Scale 
of activity, and displacement, multifunctional, 

                                                      
5 A Herriott, #2429; A Rondel, #2166; A Taylor, #2424; A Grindley-Jones, #2398; Boat Safety, #2299 and identical others -  e.g. 

#2303; #2289, #2393; G Suckling, #2175.3 - 2175.4, p2 and identical others #2175, 2177, 2252, 2253, 2256, 2258, 2261, 2262, 
2266, 2268, 2273, 2284, 2289, 2291, 2293, 2294, 2299, 2303, 2327, 2384, 2388, 2390, 2392, 2393, 2394, 2395, 2396, 2397, 
2398, 2400, 2401, 2402, 2405, 2407, 2408, 2411, 2413, 2414, 2417, 2424, 2429, 2431, 2434, 2437, 2438, 2441, 2442, 2573, 
2575, 2576, 2577,2578, 2579, 2580, 2581, 2582, 2583, 2593. 
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does not meet one or more of 
the Activity Specific Standards. 

non-recreational, community and cultural 
facilities – 18.7.1.2. 

RD7 Any Activity listed in 18.3.2.1, 
P17 (Community market) that 
does not meet one or more of 
the Activity Specific Standards. 

a. Hours of operation – 18.7.1.4.5. 

b. Traffic generation and access – 18.7.1.3.4. 

c. Refer to Matters of Discretion - 6.1.4.3 (General 
Rules – 6.1 Noise) 

RD8 Any Activity listed in 18.3.2.1, 
P21 (activities within a listed 
historic heritage item place) that 
does not meet one or more of 
the Activity Specific Standards. 
[Council, #2123.2, pg2] 

a. Hours of operation – 18.7.1.4.5. [Crown, 
#2387.859-.861, page 226] 

a.b. Residential activities – 18.7.1.12.13.17. 

b.c. Multifunctional facilities, non-recreational uses 
and scale of activities – 18.7.1.15. Scale of 
activity, and displacement, multifunctional, non-
recreational, community and cultural facilities - 
18.7.1.2 

RD9 Any Activity listed in 18.3.2.1, 
P24 (activities within a listed 
historic heritage place) that does 
not meet one or more of the 
Activity Specific Standards. 

a. Landscaping and trees – 18.7.1.13.14.18. 

RD10 Any Activity that does not 
comply with Built Form Standard 
18.3.3.1 (minimum building 
setback from road boundaries). 

a. Setback from road boundaries – 18.7.2.1. 

 

RD11 Any Activity that does not comply 
with Built Form Standard 18.3.3.2 
(minimum building setback from 
internal boundaries). 

a. Setback from internal boundaries - 18.7.2.1.2. 

 

RD12 Any Activity that does not comply 
with Built Form Standard 18.3.3.3 
(outdoor storage). 

a. Setback from road boundaries – 18.7.2.1. 

b. Setback from internal boundaries - 18.7.2.1.2. 

c. Outdoor storage – 18.7.2.2.3. 

RD13 Any Activity that does not 
comply with Built Form Standard 
18.3.3.4 (maximum building 
height). 

a. Building height – 18.7.2.3.4. 

RD14 Any Activity that does not 
comply with Built Form Standard 
18.3.3.5 (recession planes). 

a. Sunlight and outlook at boundary with a 
Residential and/or Central City Guest 
Accommodation Zone Zones and/or 
Accommodation and Community Facilities Overlay 
– 18.7.2.4.5. 

RD15 The creation of any surface 
water management structure 
within 3 kilometres of the outer 
edge of the runways at 
Christchurch International 
Airport.  

Compliance with Rule RD15, 
18.3.2.3 is not required if a 

a. Surface water management structures and 
birdstrike risk – 18.7.1.7.9. 
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resource consent (Subdivision 
and/or land use) provides for the 
same non-compliance on the site 
proposed for the activity.  

Any application arising from non-
compliance with this rule will 
only require written approval 
from Christchurch International 
Airport Limited. 

RD16 Any activity listed above as RD1 -
RD11 which is located within or 
adjacent to the Coastal 
Environment overlay area. 
[Crown, #3721.1371, pg269] 

a. Effects of activities on Activities and 
development within or adjacent to the Coastal 
Environment overlay area – 18.7.4. Refer to 
Matters of discretion for activities in the Coastal 
Environment in 9.4.X [Crown #2387, EIC of Ms 
Cameron, para.5.14] 

RD17 Non-compliance with Rule 
18.3.3.6  
Any application arising from 
non-compliance with this rule 
will not require written approval 
of any entity except the New 
Zealand Fire Service Commission 
and shall not be fully publicly 
notified. Limited notification if 
required shall only be to the 
New Zealand Fire Service 
Commission. [Crown, #2387.878, 
page 227] 

a.  Water supply for firefighting - 18.7.2.5 

 

18.3.2.4 Discretionary Activities 

a. The activities listed below are Discretionary Activities. 
 

Activity The Council will consider the matters of Discretion 
specified below and any other relevant matter under 
Section 104 of the Act: 

D1 Any building that does not 
comply with Built Form 
Standard 18.3.3.6 – Building 
site coverage and impervious 
surfaces.  

a. Building footprint, site coverage and impervious 
surfaces - 18.7.3.1 

b. Minor and Major Sports Facilities – 18.7.1.1 

D2 Any Activity listed in 18.3.2.1, 
P18 (Residential activity/unit 
[Crown, #2387.8, pg29]) that 
does not comply with one or 
more of the Activity Specific 
Standards. 

a. Residential activity – 18.7.1.12.13.17. 

b. Multifunctional facilities, non-recreational uses and 
scale of activities – 18.7.1.15. Scale of activity, and 
displacement, multifunctional, non-recreational, 
community and cultural facilities - 18.7.1.2 

c. Building footprint, site coverage and impervious 
surfaces – 18.7.3.1 

D3  Any activity listed in 18.3.2.4 as 
D1-D2 or D4 which is located 

a. Effects of activities on Activities and development 
within or adjacent to the Coastal Environment overlay 
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within or adjacent to the 
Coastal Environment overlay 
area. [Crown, #3721.1371, 
pg269] 

area – 18.7.4. Refer to Matters of discretion for 
activities in the Coastal Environment in 9.4.X [Crown 
#2387, EIC of Ms Cameron, para.5.14] 

D4  Any Recreation Facility that 
does not comply with the 
Activity Specific Standard in 
18.3.2.1, P1. [Naval Point Club, 
#2305.4-2305.9, pg13-14, C 
Edwards, #2386.4-2386.9, 
pg13-14, Canterbury 
Coastguard, #2244.11-
2244.13, and others*6] 

a. Recreation facilities - 18.7.3.3.8. 

b. Scale of activity, displacement, multifunctional, non-
recreational, community and cultural facilities – 
18.7.1.2 [Naval Point Club, #2305.4-2305.9, pg13-14, C 
Edwards, #2386.4-2386.9, pg13-14, Canterbury 
Coastguard, #2244.11-2244.13, and others*6] 

D5 
4  

Any activity not provided for as a Permitted, Restricted Discretionary, or Non-complying 
activity.  

 

18.3.2.5 Non-complying Activities 

a. The activities listed below are Non-complying Activities. 
 

Activity 

NC1 Any activity listed in 18.3.2.1 as Permitted Activity P19 (Use of Motorised craft) which 
does not meet one or more of the Activity Specific Standards. 

NC2 Any activity listed in 18.3.2.1 as Permitted Activity P20 (Motorised sports activity / facility 
[Crown, #2387.8, pg29]) which does not meet one or more of the Activity Specific 
Standards. 

NC3 Sensitive activities within the Air Noise Contour (50 dBA Ldn) as defined on the 
Planning Maps. [CIAL, #2348.141, pg51] 

NC4 a.  Sensitive activities and buildings (excluding accessory buildings associated with an 
existing activity):  
i.  within 12 metres of the centre line of a 110kV or 220kV National Grid 

transmission line or within 12 metres of a foundation of an associated support 
structure; or  

ii.  within 10 metres of the centre line of a 66kV National Grid transmission line or 
a 66kV electricity distribution line, or  within 10 metres of a foundation of an 
associated support structure.; or 

iii. within 5 metres of the centre line of a 33kV or the Heathcote to Lyttelton 11kV 
electricity distribution line, or within 5 metres of a foundation of an associated 
support structure. 

b.  Fences within 5 metres of a National Grid transmission line support structure 
foundation or a 66kV, 33kV and the Heathcote to Lyttelton 11kV electricity 
distribution line support structure foundation. 

 

                                                      
6 A Herriott, #2429; A Rondel, #2166; A Taylor, #2424; A Grindley-Jones, #2398; Boat Safety, #2299 and identical others -  e.g. 

#2303; #2289, #2393; G Suckling, #2175.3 - 2175.4, p2 and identical others #2175, 2177, 2252, 2253, 2256, 2258, 2261, 2262, 
2266, 2268, 2273, 2284, 2289, 2291, 2293, 2294, 2299, 2303, 2327, 2384, 2388, 2390, 2392, 2393, 2394, 2395, 2396, 2397, 
2398, 2400, 2401, 2402, 2405, 2407, 2408, 2411, 2413, 2414, 2417, 2424, 2429, 2431, 2434, 2437, 2438, 2441, 2442, 2573, 
2575, 2576, 2577,2578, 2579, 2580, 2581, 2582, 2583, 2593. 
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Any application made in relation to this rule shall not be publicly notified or limited 
notified other than to Transpower New Zealand Limited and/or Orion New Zealand 
Limited or other electricity distribution network operator. 
 
Notes:  

1.  The National Grid transmission lines and electricity distribution lines are shown 
on the planning maps.  

2.  Vegetation to be planted around the National Grid or electricity distribution 
lines should be selected and/or managed to ensure that it will not result in that 
vegetation breaching the Electricity (Hazards from Trees) Regulations 2003.  

3.  The New Zealand Electrical Code of Practice for Electrical Safe Distances (NZECP 
34:2001) contains restrictions on the location of structures and activities in 
relation to National Grid transmission lines and electricity distribution lines. 
Buildings and activities in the vicinity of National Grid transmission lines or 
electricity distribution lines must comply with the NZECP 34:2001.  

[Transpower NZ, #2218.89, pg26; Orion NZ, #2340.90 pg71] 

NC5 a.  Sensitive activities and buildings (excluding accessory buildings associated with an 
existing activity):  
i.  within 10 metres of the centre line of a 66kV electricity distribution line or 

within 10 metres of a foundation of an associated support structure; or 
ii. within 5 metres of the centre line of a 33kV and the Heathcote to Lyttelton 

11kV electricity distribution line or within 5 metres of a foundation of an 
associated support structure.  

b. Fences within 5 metres of a 66kV, 33kV and the Heathcote to Lyttelton 11kV 
electricity distribution line support structure foundation. 

 
Any application made in relation to this rule shall not be publicly notified or limited 
notified other than to Orion New Zealand Limited or other electricity distribution 
network operator. 
 
Notes:  

1.  The electricity distribution lines are shown on the planning maps.  
2.  Vegetation to be planted around electricity distribution lines should be 

selected and/or managed to ensure that it will not result in that vegetation 
breaching the Electricity (Hazards from Trees) Regulations 2003.  

3.  The New Zealand Electrical Code of Practice for Electrical Safe Distances (NZECP 
34:2001) contains restrictions on the location of structures and activities in 
relation to electricity distribution lines. Buildings and activities in the vicinity of 
or electricity distribution lines must comply with the NZECP 34:2001. 

[Orion NZ, #2340.90 pg71] 

 

18.3.2.6 Prohibited Activities 

 

There are no Prohibited Activities. 

 

 

18.3.3 Built Form Standards – Open Space Metropolitan Facilities Zone  
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18.3.3.1 Minimum building setback from road boundaries 

 

 Applicable to Permitted Restricted 
Discretionary 

Matters of 
Discretion 

a. All sites, other than listed 
below 

10 metres Less than 10 metres Setback from 
road 
boundaries – 
18.7.2.1 

b.  i. Shirley Golf Course 
ii. Avondale Golf Course 
iii. Waimairi Beach Golf Course 

20 metres Less than 20 metres  

c.  i. Riccarton Racecourse 
ii. Addington Racecourse  
iii. Christchurch Sports and 

Entertainment Centre at 55 
Jack Hinton Drive, 
Addington (currently known 
as Horncastle Arena) 

iv. 466-482 Yaldhurst Road 
[Canterbury Sports Limited, 
#2277; Bridgman, #FS 
2820] 

20 metres Less than 20 metres  

f.  The Naval Point Boat Harbour, 
16-25 Marina Access, Lyttelton 

No setback n/a n/a 

 

18.3.3.2 Minimum building setback from an internal boundary 

 

 Applicable to Permitted Restricted 
Discretionary 

Matters of 
Discretion 

a. All sites that adjoin a 
residential, rural or open 
space zone, other than listed 
below [Canterbury Sports 
Limited, #2277; Bridgman, #FS 
2820] 

20 metres. Less than 20 metres. Setback from 
internal 
boundaries - 
18.7.2.1.2. 

b.  i. Christchurch Park 
ii. Kearneys Park (Linfield 

Cultural Recreational 
Sports Club - 56 Kearneys 
Road) 

iii. Rugby Park 
iv. Wilding Park  
v. Shirley Golf Course 
vi. Avondale Golf Course 
vii. Waimairi Beach Golf 

Course 
viii. Lancaster Park 

10 metres. Less than 10 metres. 

c. Any buildings, balconies or 
decks on sites adjacent to a 
designated railway corridor 
[KiwiRail, #2246.35, page 7]  

4 metres 
from the 
designated 

Less than 4 metres 
from the designated 
railway corridor. 
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railway 
corridor. 

d.c.  i. The Naval Point Boat 
Harbour, 16-25 Marina 
Access, Lyttelton 

No setback n/a n/a 

 

18.3.3.3 Outdoor storage 

 

 Permitted Restricted 
Discretionary 

Matters of Discretion 

a. Any outdoor storage area which is not 
located within the minimum setbacks 
specified in Rules 18.3.3.1 and 18.3.3.2. 

Non-compliance with 
Permitted Standard 

a.  Setback from road 
boundaries – 
18.7.2.1. 

b.  Setback from 
internal boundaries - 
18.7.2.2 

b.c. Outdoor storage – 
18.7.2.2.3. 

b. Outdoor storage areas shall be screened 
from adjoining sites and roads by either 
planting, wall(s), fence(s), or any 
combination of these to at least 1.8m in 
height along the length of the storage 
area.  Where such screening is by way of 
planting it shall be for a minimum depth 
of 3m. 

Non-compliance with 
Permitted Standard 

 

18.3.3.4 Maximum building height 

 

 Applicable to Permitted Restricted 
Discretionary 

Matters of 
Discretion 

a. All sites, other than as specified 
below,  

20 metres Greater than 20 
metres  

Building height – 
18.7.2.3. 4. 

b.  i. Christchurch Park; 

ii. Kearneys Park (Linfield 
Cultural Recreational Sports 
Club - 56 Kearneys Road); 

iii. Rugby Park; 

iv. Wilding Park; 

v. Shirley Golf Course; 

vi. Avondale Golf Course; 

vii. Waimairi Golf Course; 

viii. Beach Golf Course. 

8 metres Greater than 8 
metres 

c. i. The Naval Point Boat 
Harbour, 16-25 Marina 
Access, Lyttelton 

ii. 466-482 Yaldhurst Road 
[Canterbury Sports Limited, 
#2277; Bridgman, #FS 
2820] 

11 15 
metres 

Greater than 11 15 
metres [Naval Point 
Club, #2305.4-2305.9, 
pg13-14, C Edwards, 
#2386.4-2386.9, 
pg13-14, Canterbury 
Coastguard, 
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#2244.11-2244.13, 
and others*7] 

d.  i. Addington Racecourse; 
ii. Christchurch Sports and 

Entertainment Centre at 55 
Jack Hinton Drive, 
Addington (currently 
known as Horncastle Arena) 

25 metres Greater than 25 
metres 

 
Note: See the permitted height exceptions contained within the definition of height. 
 

18.3.3.5 Sunlight and outlook at boundary with a Residential zone 

 

 Applicable to Permitted Restricted 
Discretionary 

Matters of 
Discretion 

a. All buildings i.  Where an internal site 
boundary adjoins a 
Residential and/or 
Central City Guest 
Accommodation Zone 
Zones and/or 
Accommodation and 
Community Facilities 
Overlay, no part of any 
building shall project 
beyond a building 
envelope contained by a 
45 degree recession 
plane measured at any 
point 2.3m above the 
internal site boundary in 
accordance with the 
diagrams in 18.8.3 - 
Appendix 1, unless 
specified below. 

ii.  Where a site boundary 
adjoins a Residential 
Suburban zone or 
Residential Suburban 
Density Transition zone, 
no part of any building 
shall project beyond a 
building envelope 
contained by a 35 degree 
recession plane 

Non-compliance 
with Permitted 
Standard. 

 

Where sites are 
located within a 
Floor Level and 
Fill Flood 
Management 
Area, recession 
plane breaches 
created by the 
need to raise 
floor levels will 
not require the 
written consent 
of other persons 
and shall be 
non-publicly 
notified. [Crown, 
#2387.8, page 
29] 

a. Sunlight and 
outlook at 
boundary with a 
Residential 
and/or Central 
City Guest 
Accommodation 
Zone Zones 
and/or 
Accommodation 
and Community 
Facilities 
Overlay – 
18.7.2.4.5. 

                                                      
7 A Herriott, #2429; A Rondel, #2166; A Taylor, #2424; A Grindley-Jones, #2398; Boat Safety, #2299 and identical others -  e.g. 

#2303; #2289, #2393; G Suckling, #2175.3 - 2175.4, p2 and identical others #2175, 2177, 2252, 2253, 2256, 2258, 2261, 2262, 
2266, 2268, 2273, 2284, 2289, 2291, 2293, 2294, 2299, 2303, 2327, 2384, 2388, 2390, 2392, 2393, 2394, 2395, 2396, 2397, 
2398, 2400, 2401, 2402, 2405, 2407, 2408, 2411, 2413, 2414, 2417, 2424, 2429, 2431, 2434, 2437, 2438, 2441, 2442, 2573, 
2575, 2576, 2577,2578, 2579, 2580, 2581, 2582, 2583, 2593. 
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measured at any point 
2.3m above any 
adjoining south site 
boundary. [Christchurch 
City Council, #2123.76, 
pg16] [Crown, #2387.8, 
pg29] 

Note: 
Where sites are located within a Floor Level and Fill Management Area, recession plane breaches 
created by the need to raise floor levels will not require the written consent of other persons and 
shall be non-publicly notified. [Crown, #2387.8, page 29] 

18.3.3.6 Building site coverage and impervious surfaces 

 

 Applicable to Permitted Activity Discretionary Activity The Council will 
consider the matters 
of Discretion 
specified below and 
any other relevant 
matters under 
Section 104 of the 
Act: [Crown, #2387.8, 
pg29] 

a. All buildings The maximum 
percentage of the 
site covered by 
buildings shall be as 
specified in column 
A of Table 1.  

Non-compliance with 
Permitted Standard  

a. Building footprint, 
site coverage and 
impervious 
surfaces - 18.7.3.1. 

b. All impervious 
surfaces, 
excluding 
walkways, tracks, 
cycle ways,   
artificial playing 
surfaces, and 
buildings.  

The maximum 
percentage of any 
site covered by 
impervious surfaces 
(excluding 
buildings) shall be 
as specified in 
column B of Table 
1. 

Non-compliance with 
Permitted Standard 

a. Building footprint, 
site coverage and 
impervious 
surfaces - 18.7.3.1. 

 
Table 1 
 

 Applicable to A 
(Site coverage) 

B 
(Impervious surfaces) 

a. All sites unless specified below in b. – f. 20% 30% 

b. i. Wilding Park 
ii. Christchurch Park 
iii. Rugby Park 
iv. Western Park 
v. Kearneys Park 

10% n/a 
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vi. The Naval Point Boat Harbour, 16-25 
Marina Access, Lyttelton 

c. i. Shirley Golf Course 
ii. Avondale Golf Course 
iii. Waimairi Beach Golf Course 

1%  5% 

d. i. Porritt Park 
ii. Addington Racecourse 
iii. Riccarton Racecourse 

5% 30% 

e. Lancaster Park Stadium 50% n/a 

f. Christchurch Sports and Entertainment 
Centre at 55 Jack Hinton Drive, Addington 
(currently known as Horncastle Arena) 

40% n/a 

g. 466-482 Yaldhurst Road [Canterbury 
Sports Limited, #2277; Bridgman, #FS 
2820] 

15% 30% [Canterbury 
Sports Limited, #2277; 
Bridgman, #FS 2820] 

 

18.3.3.6 Water supply for firefighting   

 
a.  Provision for sufficient water supply and access to water supplies for firefighting shall be made 

available to all buildings (excluding accessory buildings that are not habitable buildings) via 
Council’s urban reticulated system (where available) in accordance with the New Zealand Fire 
Service Firefighting Water Supplies Code of Practice (SNZ PAS: 4509:2008).  

b.  Where a reticulated water supply compliant with SNZ PAS:4509:2008 is not available, or the 
only supply available is the controlled restricted rural type water supply which is not 
compliant with SNZ PAS:4509:2008, water supply and access to water supplies for firefighting 
shall be in accordance with the alternative firefighting water sources provisions of SNZ PAS 
4509:2008. [Crown, #2387.878, page 228] 
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Appendix 18.8.4 - Yaldhurst Recreation and Sports Facility - Outline 
Development Plan 
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PROVISIONS FOR 466-482 YALDHURST ROAD 
15/3/2016 

 
 
 
 

Key: 
 

This is the amended position of the Council as at 15 March 2016 (for the purposes of 
Canterbury Sports Ltd / Bridgman submissions resolution through conferencing of expert 
planning witnesses).  

 
The following text is from the Stage 2 notified version of the proposed Christchurch City 
Council Replacement District Plan merged with Stage 3 Chapter 18 (part) text and Chapter 
13.7 Central City Open Space.  
 
The Stage 2 text is shown in black. Additions to the text resulting from merging of Stage 3 
Chapters 18 (part) and Chapter 13.7 are shown in as normal text in blue, deletions are shown 
as struck through bold text in blue. The combined text has also been amended as a result of 
Council's consideration of submissions – additions made before 19 November 2015 (the date 
on which the interim amended version was circulated) are underlined in black text and 
deletions are struck through in black text. The text has been amended further as a result of 
mediations and/or Council's consideration of submissions - additions made after 19 
November 2015 are underlined red text and deletions are struck through red text This version 
was filed with Council's evidence on 19 January 2016.  
 
The text has been amended after 19 January 2016 as a result of further considerations in 
response to the submitter evidence filed and is attached to the Council's rebuttal evidence 
filed on 4 February 2016. Additions made after 19 January 2016 are underlined purple text 
and deletions are struck through purple text. 
 
As a result of further mediations with submitters between 4 February 2016 and the hearing 
scheduled for 17 February 2016, additional amendments have been made to the text. 
Additions are underlined pink text and deletions are struck through pink text. 
 
Further amendments were made during or after the hearing. Additions are underlined orange 
text and deletions are struck through orange text. Note: Text highlighted in yellow indicates 
changes required for Canterbury Sports Ltd facility at Yaldhurst in agreement by the planners. 
Text highlighted in turquoise indicates changes proposed by Canterbury Sports Ltd facility at 
Yaldhurst in the event that the Panel determines that the CRPS does impose a jurisdictional 
barrier.  

 
The source of scope for the change is identified in square brackets after the relevant change 
e.g. [Council, #310.1, page 1]. 
 

For completeness, note that this document also contains dark blue text and underlined green 

text. This text is as it appears in the notified proposals and indicates links to other provisions 
in Proposal 18 or other Proposals and links to definitions respectively (i.e. it does not represent 
amendments). 
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18.1 Open Space Objectives and Policies:  

18.1.1 13.7.1.1 Objective 1 - Provision of open spaces and recreation 
facilities 

a.    A network of open spaces and recreation facilities that: 
i. provides a diversity in the type and size of open spaces and recreational facilities to meet 

the current and future recreational, cultural, health and wellbeing needs of the community;  
ii. contributes to the earthquake recovery of Christchurch and revitalised communities where 

people enjoy a high quality urban environment and enhanced opportunities for recreation;  
iii. is accessible and distributed to meet the demands generated by population growth, urban 

intensification and areas of identified deficiency; 
iv. provides users with a pleasant and safe environment; 
v. enables temporary and multifunctional uses;  
vi. maintains and enhances amenity values, connectivity and public access, where appropriate; 

and 
vii. recognises and provides for Ngāi Tahu’s the historic and contemporary relationship of Ngāi 

Tahu with the Christchurch District land and water resources, and reflects their cultural 
values.; and [MKT, #2458.145, page 31] [TRONT, #3722.98, page 31] 

viii. recognises and provides for the district's indigenous biodiversity. [Forest and Bird, 
#2435.30, page 8] 

 

18.1.2 13.7.1.2 Objective 2 – Natural open space, water bodies and their 
margins 

a. Protection, maintenance Conservation and enhancement of the inherent qualities of natural 
open spaces and water bodies including and their margins where: [Crown, #2387.816, page 
222] [TRONT, #3722.99, page 32] 
i. the natural character, biodiversity, mahinga kai values, health and life supporting capacity of 

water bodies, and their margins and the adjacent open spaces are maintained and 
enhanced; [Crown, #2387.817, page 222] [TRONT, #3722.99, page 32] 

ii. ecosystems and indigenous biodiversity, including habitats of indigenous fauna are 
protected; [Crown, #2387.818, page 222] 

iii. people are enabled to enjoy experience natural open spaces through a range of 
compatible recreation activities; [Crown, #2387.819, page 222] 

b.iv. Maintenance and, where appropriate, enhancement of accessibility of natural open spaces 
and water bodies and their margins for the enjoyment of: [Crown, #2387.820, page 222] [Styx 
Living Laboratory, #2214.17, submission 11] 
i. their amenity,; 
ii. a range of compatible recreation activities; and [Crown, #2387.819, page 222] 
iii. recreational, cultural and mahinga kai values is maintained and enhanced, where 

appropriate. [Crown, #2387.820, page 222] 
 

18.1.313.7.1.3 Objective 3 – Character, quality, heritage and amenity [Hands 

off Hagley Inc, #2302] 

a. Activities, buildings and structures within open spaces are of scale, form and design which: 
i. maintains the predominance of open space except for sites specifically dedicated to a more 

intense built development of recreation, sports or community facilities; 
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ii. is are compatible with the role and anticipated use of the open space, acknowledging that 
metropolitan facilities sites (excluding 466-482 Yaldhurst Road) may contain large scale built 
development; [Canterbury Sports Limited, #2277; Bridgman, #FS 2820] 

iii. in the case of Naval Point marine recreation area, supports the existing function of the site 
and maintains public access to recreational boating activities and facilities; [Naval Point 
Club, #2305.4-2305.9, pg13-14, C Edwards, #2386.4-2386.9, pg13-14, Canterbury 
Coastguard, #2244.11-2244.13, and others*1] 

iv.iii. is are integrated and consistent with the character of the surrounding  area; 
v.iv.  minimises adverse effects, within the open space, and on the adjoining land uses 

and the surrounding environment’s ecological, landscape, natural and amenity values both 
within and outside the open space; [Hands off Hagley Inc, #2302.5, Submission 4]  

vi.v. supports the Garden City character of urban Christchurch and the heritage and natural 
setting of historic parks, including Hagley Park, and the Banks Peninsula townships and 
settlements; and [Hands off Hagley Inc, #2302.9, Submission 7] 

vii.vi. recognises and provides for cultural heritage and the culture, traditions and 
relationship of Ngāi Tahu mana whenua Maori with their ancestral lands, water, sites, waahi 
tapu and other taonga.; [MKT/TRONT, #2458.147, page 32] 

viii. protect the heritage and visual landscape characteristics of Hagley Park and its primary 
function for outdoor active and passive recreation and sporting activities. 

b. Heritage open spaces are recognised, maintained and protected. [Historic Places Canterbury, 
#3675.77] [Hands off Hagley Inc, #FS 2747.9, p.5] 

 

18.1.4 13.7.1.4 Policy 1 – The role of open space and recreation facilities 

a. Provide, restore and enhance a network of public and private open spaces and recreation 
facilities that cater for a range of roles, functions and activities as follows: 

  
i. Open Space – Central City Community Parks Zone –   

e Enables  formal and informal recreation activities, while complementing and enhancing 
neighbourhood and Central City amenity values, including and ensure provision of: [Crown, 
#2387.814, p221 and #2387.822, p222] 

 
A. Smaller public spaces with landscaping and seating located and designed to promote 

interaction within the local community; [Crown, #2387.814, p221] 
B. Accessible neighbourhood parks with a predominance of open space and relatively flat 

topography capable of accommodating tree planting, landscaping, small scale public 
amenities, playground equipment and informal playing fields; 

C. Larger parks accommodating minor sports and recreation facilities, public amenities, 
landscaping, large trees and potential capacity for multifunctional use, and in the case of 
the that part of Elmwood Park located at 83D Heaton Street (Lot 1, DP 12727) major 
sports facilities; and [Crown, #2387.814, p221] [Elmwood Club, #2343.5, pg4] 
[Canterbury Sports Limited, #2277; Bridgman, #FS 2820] 

D. Heritage and urban parks, such as Hagley Park and Latimer and Cranmer Squares, 
which have having important scenic, botanical, educational, heritage, and/or 
recreational values and providing for entertainment.; while [Crown, #2387.814, p221, 
#2387.822, p222, #3721.743, p150] 

                                                      
1 A Herriott, #2429; A Rondel, #2166; A Taylor, #2424; A Grindley-Jones, #2398; Boat Safety, #2299 and identical others -  e.g. 

#2303; #2289, #2393; G Suckling, #2175.3 - 2175.4, p2 and identical others #2175, 2177, 2252, 2253, 2256, 2258, 2261, 2262, 
2266, 2268, 2273, 2284, 2289, 2291, 2293, 2294, 2299, 2303, 2327, 2384, 2388, 2390, 2392, 2393, 2394, 2395, 2396, 2397, 
2398, 2400, 2401, 2402, 2405, 2407, 2408, 2411, 2413, 2414, 2417, 2424, 2429, 2431, 2434, 2437, 2438, 2441, 2442, 2573, 
2575, 2576, 2577,2578, 2579, 2580, 2581, 2582, 2583, 2593. 
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E. Maintaining the fundamental elements and underlying Central City patterns including 
the grid street pattern with intersecting and bisecting diagonal streets and the city 
squares and open spaces (e.g. Latimer and Cranmer Squares). [Crown, #2387.814, 
p221, #3721.743, p150] 

 
ii. Open Space – Metropolitan Facilities Zone  -  

aAccommodates  public and private major sports facilities, larger recreation facilities, 
marine recreation facilities, and motorised sports facilities on sites that provide: [Crown, 
#2387.814, page 221] [Naval Point Club, #2305.4-2305.9, pg13-14, C Edwards, #2386.4-
2386.9, pg13-14, Canterbury Coastguard, #2244.11-2244.13, and others*1] 

 
A. Sufficient land area to accommodate large scale buildings, and structures, car and 

parking, cycle parking and, where necessary, buffer areas to minimise reverse sensitivity 
or a limited extent of building coverage at 466-482 Yaldhurst Road that reflects its 
rural location; [CDHB, #2360.53, page 16] [Crown, #2387.814, p221] [Canterbury Sports 
Limited, #2277] 

B. Sufficient area to facilitate marine recreation activities, recreational boating and 
associated facilities while maintaining and enhancing public access to the coastal 
marine area for recreation; [Naval Point Club, #2305.4-2305.9, pg13-14, C Edwards, 
#2386.4-2386.9, pg13-14, Canterbury Coastguard, #2244.11-2244.13, and others*2] 

C.B. Capacity for multifunctional use, and provision for co-location of complementary or 
compatible activities, including community and ancillary commercial activities and for 
hosting city, regional, national and international events which provide entertainment 
to residents and visitors; [Crown, #2387.814, p221] 

D.C. Capacity to host city, regional, national and international events providing 
entertainment to residents and visitors; and [Crown, #2387.814, p221] 

E.D. Opportunities for revitalisation of Christchurch after the earthquakes. [Crown, 
#2387.814, p221] 

 
iii. Open Space - McLeans Island Zone -   

Accommodate provides for recreation and animal conservation activities requiring larger 
scale buildings or areas of land and/or benefiting from natural, relatively isolated 
surroundings, including and provide for: [Crown, #2387.814, p221 and #2387.822, p222] 
  
A. Built facilities and car parking located within sites with lLarge balance areas of open 

space; [Crown, #2387.814, p221] 
B. Activities that generate effects requiring sSeparation from residential and sensitive 

activities; while [Crown, #2387.814, p221] 
C. Recognising the environmental context of the area which is flood prone, close to active 

rural quarrying activities and the airport, and which accommodates conservation 
elements.  

 
iv. Open Space - Natural Zone –  

Recognise encompasses extensive natural, ecological, scenic and outdoor recreation areas 
which enable and ensure: [Crown, #2387.814, p221 and #2387.822, p222] 
 

                                                      
2 A Herriott, #2429; A Rondel, #2166; A Taylor, #2424; A Grindley-Jones, #2398; Boat Safety, #2299 and identical others -  e.g. 

#2303; #2289, #2393; G Suckling, #2175.3 - 2175.4, p2 and identical others #2175, 2177, 2252, 2253, 2256, 2258, 2261, 2262, 
2266, 2268, 2273, 2284, 2289, 2291, 2293, 2294, 2299, 2303, 2327, 2384, 2388, 2390, 2392, 2393, 2394, 2395, 2396, 2397, 
2398, 2400, 2401, 2402, 2405, 2407, 2408, 2411, 2413, 2414, 2417, 2424, 2429, 2431, 2434, 2437, 2438, 2441, 2442, 2573, 
2575, 2576, 2577,2578, 2579, 2580, 2581, 2582, 2583, 2593. 
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A. Conservation and pProtection and enhancement of areas of significant biodiversity, 
landscape, cultural and historic values; [Crown, #2387.823, p223] 

B. People to experience t The natural open space environment is accessible and can be 
experienced through a range of compatible recreation and tourist activities, and/or 
facilities; [Crown, #2387.814, p221] [Gondola, #2059.17 & .22, p3] 

C. Compatible r Rural activities and buildings are compatible and appropriate to the 
location and proposed use. [Crown, #2387.814, p221 and #2387.822, p222] 

 
v. Open Space - Water and Margins Zone  -  

to mManage the use of the surface of water and margins of water bodies such as rivers, 
lakes, and wetlands for the purpose of to ensure: [MKT/TRONT, #2458.148, page 32] 
[Crown, #2387.814, p221 and #2387.822, p222] 

 
A. Protection and enhancement of the natural qualities and habitats of surface water 

bodies and their margins, including Lake Te Waihora (Ellesmere), Lake Wairewa 
(Forsyth), the Waimakariri River, and the Bromley wildlife conservation area 
associated with the sewage treatment facility; of rivers, streams, water bodies and 
wetlands: [ECan, #3629.58, page 24] [Isaac Trust, #2146.37, pg16] [Crown, #2387.814, 
p221, #3721.743, p150] [MKT, #2458.148, pg32] 
A Lake Te Waihora (Ellesmere) and Lake Wairewa (Forsyth);  
B Waimakariri River; 
C Christchurch and Banks Peninsula rivers, streams, lakes water bodies and 

wetlands;  
D Bromley wildlife conservation area associated with the sewage treatment facility; 

[Crown, #2387.814, p221] 
B. Maintenance and enhancement of public access, where appropriate, through esplanade 

reserves and strips; 
C. Provision for sports and recreational use of water bodies, where this does not 

compromise other values, including the use of motorised craft on specific water bodies; 
D.  Provision for customary harvesting.   
  

vi. Open Space - Avon River Precinct (Te Papa o Ōtākaro) Zone  -  [Crown, #3721.734, p149] 
r Restore and enhance the established and important public open space of the Avon River 
Precinct/Papa o Ōtākaro as a: [Crown, #2387.814, p221 and #2387.822, p222] 

 
A. People, walking and cycle focused river edge; 
B. Place providing leisure opportunities and enhancing the city’s distinctive identity while 

protecting and enhancing the natural qualities and habitats of the river and its margins. 
[ECan, #3629.106, page 24] 

C. Place that provides a continuous and connective link through the central city. [Crown, 
#3721; V Barker EIC, para.6.7] 

 
b. Avoid activities that do not have a practical or functional need to be located within open space 

and/or recreation facilities. [Crown, #3721.749, p181] 
 
c. Provide for the redevelopment of privately owned open spaces no longer required for 

recreational activities in accordance with the rules of the zone most compatible with the 
surrounding environment. 
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d. Maintain and enhance, where appropriate, public access connections to walking and cycling 
track networks, and recognise and provide for collaborative projects by multiple parties. [Rod 
Donald BP Trust #2311.59-.66, pg11] [ECan, #2249.69, page 12] 

 

18.1.5 13.7.1.5 Policy 2 - Multifunctional use, accessibility and recovery   

a. Increase the capacity of the open space and recreation facilities by promoting compatible mixed 
or multi-functional use of land, buildings and facilities through adaptable designs. 

b. Maximise utilisation of metropolitan facilities and large urban parks while maintaining the open 
space amenity. 

c. Provide for community gardens, temporary activities and facilities, where appropriate, to 
revitalise and connect communities, and promote recovery. [Peryman, #2426.12-2426.14]  

d. Maintain and enhance accessibility of open spaces to communities by providing provision of 
appropriately located entrances, public access ways, frontages on to public roads, and 
waterways, and wherever practicable connectivity with the wider open space and transport 
network. [Crown, #2387.825, page 223] 

e. Recognise and provide for opportunities for revitalisation of Christchurch after the 
earthquakes. [Crown, #2387.814, p221] 

 

18.1.6 Policy 3 - Safety  

a. Open space and recreation facilities shall be designed and developed to ensure a safe physical 
environment by: [Crown, #2387.826, page 223] 
i. designing spaces to deter crime and encourage a sense of safety, and reflecting the 

principles of Crime Prevention through Environmental Design (CPTED),  
ii. providing clear sightlines and sufficient lighting to enhance visibility of public areas,  
iii. achieving passive surveillance by having open space that is overlooked., 
iv.  providing an adequate firefighting water supply in accordance with the New Zealand Fire 

Service Firefighting Water Supplies Code of Practice (SNZ PAS: 4509:2008). [Crown, 
#2387.827, page 224] 

 

18.1.7 13.7.1.6 Policy 4 - Water bodies and their margins 

a. Maintain and enhance the natural character, biodiversity, health and life supporting capacity of 
water bodies and their margins by: 
i.  limiting development and activities in the vicinity of water bodies to those activities which 

have a practical and functional need to be located within these areas, 
ii. planting and rehabilitation of water bodies and their margins and encouraging indigenous 

planting. [MKT/TRONT, #2458.150, page 32] 
b. Retain and enhance recreation opportunities and public access, where appropriate, to and along 

water bodies through provision of esplanade reserves or strips, or creation of adjacent open 
space parks. 

c. Recognise the cultural significance of water resources to Ngāi Tahu and ensure they are 
managed to maintain and enhance mahinga kai and, where appropriate, Ngāi Tahu whānui 
access to these resources. [Isaac Trust, #2146.38, pg16] 

 

18.1.8 13.7.1.7 Policy 5 - Environmental effects 
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a.  Ensure activities and the scale, layout, and design of open spaces and/or the facilities within 
them are appropriate to the locality and context, and adverse effects on the amenity values of 
neighbours, Ngāi Tahu cultural values, conservation activities and programmes, and wider 
community are avoided, remedied or mitigated, including through: [MKT/TRONT, #2458.153, 
page 33] [Isaac Trust, #2146.39, page 16] 
i. provision of sufficient separation distances and limiting the height of buildings; 
ii. limiting the floor area and site coverage; 
iii. landscaping and screening requirements; 
iv. mitigating adverse noise, glare, dust and traffic effects which may in some cases require a 

buffer area; 
v. restricting the types, duration, hours of operation and frequency of activities; 
vi. minimising disturbance of natural landforms, cultural landscapes identified in the plan, 

ecosystems and significant or indigenous biodiversity, including fauna habitats vegetation 
in natural environments; [Forest and Bird, #2435.32, page 9] 

vii. avoiding impacts on mahinga kai; [MKT/TRONT, #2458.154, page 33] [Crown #2387.829, 
page 224]  

viii.vii. requiring building setbacks from the banks of water bodies; 
ix. encouraging the planting and maintenance of indigenous vegetation in the setback 

margins of water bodies; [MKT/TRONT, #2458.155, page 33] 
x.viii. controlling the volume and depth of filling and excavation within the water body 

setbacks, and removal of vegetation. 
b.  Ensure the scale, layout, and design of facilities, buildings and structures is consistent with the 

role and function of the open space, its anticipated level of spaciousness and character.  
c. Minimise potential impacts of development within the Open Space zones on the Christchurch 

International Airport operations by: 
i. avoiding development which could give rise to reverse sensitivity effects; 
ii. avoiding the risk of birdstrike through the creation of new water bodies, including for 

stormwater management purposes. 
d. Protect the National Grid and identified electricity distribution lines strategic infrastructure by 

avoiding buildings, structures and sensitive activities in the Open Space zones that may 
compromise the National Grid within the identified setback buffer corridors. [Transpower, 
#2218.88, page 26; EIC of Ms McLeod, pg4] 
 

18.1.9 Policy 6 - Flood protection 

a. Recognise and provide for the flood hazard mitigation and protection works when undertaken 
by the Council, the Canterbury Regional Council or the Crown having regard to potential 
adverse effects. [ECan, #2249.59, page 11] 

 

18.1.10 Policy 7 - Electricity transmission and distribution infrastructure 

a. Recognise that electricity transmission and distribution infrastructure may have a locational, 
operational and technical requirement to be located in existing and new open space. 
[Transpower, #2218.88, pg26; EIC of Ms McLeod, pg4; Orion, #FS2797.181, pg19] 
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18.3 Rules - Open Space Metropolitan Facilities Zone 

Note: Any text shown in blue results from integration of the Stage 3 Chapter 18 with the Stage 2 
Chapter 18 [Crown, #3721.17, page 22] 

18.3.1 How to use the rules 

18.3.1.1 The rules that apply to activities in the Open Space Metropolitan Facilities Zone are 
contained in: 

 
a. The Activity Status Tables (including Activity Specific Standards) in Rule 18.3.2. 
b. Built Form Standards in 18.3.3.  

 
18.3.1.2 The rules that apply to activities within the following specific areas of the Open Space 

Metropolitan Facilities Zone are contained in the Activity Status Tables particular to the 
Outline Development Plan area and Rules in 18.3.4 – 18.3.5. 

 
a. Canterbury Agricultural Park accommodating activities of the Canterbury 

Agricultural and Pastoral Society and Agribusiness Centre, adjacent to the 
Christchurch Southern Motorway / Curletts Road - (Rule 18.3.4, Appendix 18.8.1).  

b. Christchurch Stadium, in the Rugby League Park at 91- 95 Jack Hinton Drive (Rule 
18.3.5, Appendix 18.8.2). 

 
18.3.1.3 The Activity Status Tables and standards in the following Chapters also apply to activities 

in the Metropolitan Facilities Zone (where relevant): 
 

5  Natural Hazards; 

6 General Rules and Procedures; 

7 Transport; 

8 Subdivision, Development and Earthworks; 

9 Natural and Cultural Heritage; 

11 Utilities and Energy; 

12 Hazardous Substances and Contaminated Land; and 

19 Coastal Environment 

 

18.3.1.4 Privately owned Open Space Metropolitan Facilities zoned sites which are no longer 
required for recreation and major and/or minor sport activities shall be subject to the 
provisions of the underlying zones specified in Table 1 below. 

Table 1: Privately owned Metropolitan Facilities - underlying zones 
 

Privately owned Metropolitan Facilities Underlying Zone 

i. Christchurch Park 
ii. Rugby Park 
iii. Wilding Park  
iv. Kearneys Park (currently known as Linfield 

Cultural Recreational Sports Club) 

Residential Suburban Zone – 
Rule 14.2 

v. Shirley Golf Course 
vi. Avondale Golf Course 
vii. Waimairi Beach Golf Course 

Residential Suburban Zone  – 
Rule 14.2 

viii. Riccarton Racecourse 
ix. Addington Racecourse  

Residential Suburban Density 
Transition Zone  – Rule 14.2 
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x. Christchurch Sports and Entertainment Centre at 
55 Jack Hinton Drive, Addington (currently 
known as Horncastle Arena) 

xi. Lancaster Park Stadium, 40 Stevens Street Industrial General Zone  – 
Rule 16.2 

xii. 466-482 Yaldhurst Road [Canterbury Sports 
Limited, #2277] 

Rural Urban Fringe Zone – 
Rule 17.3 [Canterbury Sports 
Limited, #2277] 

 

18.3.1.5 Reference should also be made to any other applicable rules, resource consent 
requirements or constraints within other legislation or ownership requirements 
including the following: [Crown, #2387.831, page 227] 

a. Reserves Act. 

b. Regional Rules under Canterbury Regional Council Plans, in particular: 

i. Any proposed works in the Coastal Marine Area which may be subject to 
relevant rules administered by the Canterbury Regional Council.  

ii. Any activity involving the taking, damming or diverting of water or the 
discharge of contaminants may require resource consent from the Regional 
Council. 

c. Conservation Act; 

d. The Council Marine and River Facilities Bylaw 2008; 

e. Environment Canterbury Navigation Safety Bylaws 2010. [Crown, #2387.831, page 
227] 

 

18.3.2 Activity Status Tables – Open Space Metropolitan Facilities Zone 

18.3.2.1 Permitted Activities 

a. In the Open Space Metropolitan Facilities Zone (other than the areas identified in 18.3.1.2) the 
activities listed below are Permitted Activities if they comply with the Activity Specific Standards 
set out in this table and the Built Form Standards in Rule 18.3.3. 

b. Activities may also be Restricted Discretionary, Discretionary, Non-complying or Prohibited as 
specified in Rules 18.3.2.3, 18.3.2.4, 18.3.2.5 and 18.3.2.6 below 

 

Activity Activity Specific Standards: 

P1 Recreation Activity and/or 
Recreation Facility 

a. Nil. 
a.  Any Recreation facilities shall be limited to those 

permitted in P2-P24 below. [Naval Point Club, 
#2305.4-2305.9, pg13-14, C Edwards, #2386.4-2386.9, 
pg13-14, Canterbury Coastguard, #2244.11-2244.13, 
and others*3] 

                                                      
3 A Herriott, #2429; A Rondel, #2166; A Taylor, #2424; A Grindley-Jones, #2398; Boat Safety, #2299 and identical others -  e.g. 

#2303; #2289, #2393; G Suckling, #2175.3 - 2175.4, p2 and identical others #2175, 2177, 2252, 2253, 2256, 2258, 2261, 2262, 
2266, 2268, 2273, 2284, 2289, 2291, 2293, 2294, 2299, 2303, 2327, 2384, 2388, 2390, 2392, 2393, 2394, 2395, 2396, 2397, 
2398, 2400, 2401, 2402, 2405, 2407, 2408, 2411, 2413, 2414, 2417, 2424, 2429, 2431, 2434, 2437, 2438, 2441, 2442, 2573, 
2575, 2576, 2577,2578, 2579, 2580, 2581, 2582, 2583, 2593. 
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P2 Minor Sports Facility a. Nil. At the Naval Point Boat Harbour, 16-25 Marina 
Access, Lyttelton, any Minor Sports Facilities shall be 
limited to facilities for the purposes of or ancillary to 
recreational boating and marine recreation activities;  

b. In all other areas - Nil. 
[Naval Point Club, #2305.4-2305.9, pg13-14, C Edwards, 
#2386.4-2386.9, pg13-14, Canterbury Coastguard, 
#2244.11-2244.13, and others*4] 

P3 Major Sports Facility a. At the Naval Point Boat Harbour, 16-25 Marina Access, 
Lyttelton, any Major Sports Facilities shall be limited 
to:  
i. facilities for the purposes of or ancillary to 

recreational boating and marine recreation 
activities;  

ii. boat ramps, jetty and recreational boat launching 
facilities; 

iii. boat storage, sheds, and repair and maintenance 
facilities;  

iv. sports club rooms/clubhouse; and 
v. scout hall facilities. [Naval Point Club, #2305.4-

2305.9, pg13-14, C Edwards, #2386.4-2386.9, 
pg13-14, Canterbury Coastguard, #2244.11-
2244.13, and others*4] 

Shall be limited to: 
b.a. In all other areas shall be limited to sSites greater than 

10,000m2 in area, except for: 
i.  the Rollerdrome Reserve, 19 Garvins Road, Hornby. 

P4 Gymnasium  a.  Excluding health care facility. 

P5 Ancillary sports and fitness health 
care services 

a. Nil.   

P6 Park Management Activity and /or 
Park Management Facility  

a. Nil. 

P7 Public Amenities a. Any public amenities building containing toilets and/or 
changing rooms shall be setback a minimum of 20m 
from the boundary with any Residential or Rural zone. 
[Canterbury Sports Limited, #2277] 

P8 Conservation activity  a. Nil. 

P9 Customary harvesting  
 
 

a.  Nil  
Note: this rule does not override the requirements to 
obtain permission of the landowner or administrator for 
any customary harvesting of taonga species.  [Rod Donald 
Trust, #2311.68, pg11] 

P10 Public Artwork a. Nil. 

                                                      
4 A Herriott, #2429; A Rondel, #2166; A Taylor, #2424; A Grindley-Jones, #2398; Boat Safety, #2299 and identical others -  e.g. 

#2303; #2289, #2393; G Suckling, #2175.3 - 2175.4, p2 and identical others #2175, 2177, 2252, 2253, 2256, 2258, 2261, 2262, 
2266, 2268, 2273, 2284, 2289, 2291, 2293, 2294, 2299, 2303, 2327, 2384, 2388, 2390, 2392, 2393, 2394, 2395, 2396, 2397, 
2398, 2400, 2401, 2402, 2405, 2407, 2408, 2411, 2413, 2414, 2417, 2424, 2429, 2431, 2434, 2437, 2438, 2441, 2442, 2573, 
2575, 2576, 2577,2578, 2579, 2580, 2581, 2582, 2583, 2593. 
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P11 Ancillary Office Activity a.  The combined floor area of all ancillary office activities 
shall not exceed 10% of the gross floor area of all 
buildings on the site. 

P12 Ancillary Retail Activity a.  Any ancillary retail activity shall be limited to sites 
greater than 10,000m2 in area; and 

b.  The combined floor area of all ancillary retail activities 
shall not exceed 10% of the gross floor area of all 
buildings on the site. 

P13 Food and Beverage Outlet a.  Any food and beverage outlet shall be accessory to 
recreation, major and/or minor sport activities on the 
same site; and 

b.  The combined floor area of all food and beverage 
outlets shall not exceed 10% of the gross floor area of 
all buildings on the site.  

P14 Conference and function facilities 
 

a. Any conference and function facilities shall be 
accessory to recreation, major and/or minor sport 
activities on the same site.  

P15 Guest accommodation Any guest accommodation shall be: 
a. Accessory to recreation, major and/or minor sport 

activities on the same site; and  
b. Limited to privately owned Open Space Metropolitan 

Facilities zoned sites listed in 18.3.1.4 - Table 1; 
except that 
c. Rules P15 a. and b. shall not apply to guest 

accommodation permitted in P21. [Crown, #2387.8, 
pg29] 

P16 Community activities and/or 
community facilities  

Any community facilities shall: 
a. exclude health care facilities; and 
b. be accessory to or co-located with recreation facilities 

or major or minor sports facilities on the same site. 

P17 Community market 
 

a. All community markets not involving any noise 
amplified activity shall comply with noise provisions in 
Rule 6.1.4.1.1.1 and Table 1; 

b. Any community market involving noise amplified 
activity shall comply with noise provisions in Rule 
6.1.4.2.4 as if it were a temporary activity. 

P18 Residential unit /activity [Crown, 
#2387.8, pg29] 

Any residential activity shall: 

a.  Be located in an existing residential unit; or 
b.  Be located within a new residential unit provided that: 

i. it is used for caretaker and site management 
purposes only; and 

ii. it is located on sites greater than 10,000m2; and 
iii. it is not located within the Aair Nnoise Ccontour 

(50 dBA Ldn); and [CIAL, #2348.138, pg51] 
iv. there is only one residential unit on any site.;  

except that 
c. Rules P18 a. and b. shall not apply to residential 

activities permitted in P21. [Crown, #2387.814, pg.29] 

P19 Use of Motorised craft  
 

Shall be limited to: 
a.  The Roto Kohatu Park water body (off Sawyers Arms 

Road). 
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P20 Motorised sports activity  Motorised sport activities shall: 
a. Be limited to the existing facilities of the Canterbury 

Kart Club site at 92 Carrs Road; and  
b. Comply with the noise standards specified in Chapter 6, 

General rules, Rule 6.1.4.2.4 – Noise standards by 
location. 

P21 The following additional activities 
within a building listed as a 
historic heritage item place: 
[Crown, #2387.6, pg 28] [Council, 
#2123.2, pg2] 
i. recreation activity and/or 

facility; 
ii. public amenities;  
iii. ancillary office activity; 
iv. ancillary retail activity; 
v. food and beverage outlet; 
vi. gymnasium;  
vii. conference and function 

facilities; 
ii.viii. guest accommodation; 
viii. community facility; 
iii.ix. residential activity; 
iv.x. cultural facility [Crown, 
#2387.6, pg 28]  

a. The hours of operation of any activity other than 
residential activity and guest accommodation shall be 
limited as follows: 
i. The activity shall only operate between the hours 

of 7am and 7pm on sites adjacent to Central City 
rResidential and Guest Accommodation zZones, 
and/or Central City Guest Accommodation Zone 
Accommodation and Community Facilities 
Overlay; or 

ii. 6am – 11pm on all other sites not adjacent to 
Central City residential zones and/or Central City 
Guest Accommodation Zone. [Council, #2123.67, 
page 12] [Crown, #2387.859-.861, page 226]  

a.b. Residential activity shall be limited to no more than 
two residential units. 

b.c. Irrespective of anything to the contrary in this Plan, any 
activities within a heritage item or heritage setting shall 
be exempt from compliance with: 

i. Rules 7.2.3 in relation to parking and loading – 
Open Space Zones 

Note: Refer also to Rule 9.3.3.5 for rules relating to historic 
heritage places. 

P22 Emergency service facilities, 
including Coastguard 
Canterbury
  
Emergency 
services
  

a. Nil 

P23 Facilities for servicing boats 
including: 
i. the supply of potable water to 

boats; 
ii. the transfer of effluent wastes 

from boats to land based 
facilities; 

iii. the collection and transfer of 
refuse from boats. 

Shall be limited to: 
a. The Naval Point Boat Harbour, 16-25 Marina Access, 

Lyttelton 

P24 Parking areas a. On sites adjoining a Residential or Rural Zone, trees 
shall be provided adjacent to the shared boundary at a 
ratio of at least 1 tree for every 10 metres of the 
boundary or part thereof, and evenly spaced. 
[Canterbury Sports Limited, #2277] 

b. In addition to the above: 
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i. one tree shall be planted for every 5 car parking 
spaces provided between buildings and the street; 
and 

ii. trees shall be planted within or adjacent to the car 
parking area at the front of the site. 

c. For guidance and information on tree species, refer to 
General Rules and Procedures, Appendix 6.11.6, Part B.  

P25 Maintenance and upgrade of 
existing flood and/or bank 
erosion mitigation and protection 
works, where undertaken by the 
Christchurch City Council, 
Canterbury Regional Council or 
the Crown. [ECan, #2249.61, 

page 11] 

a.  Nil 

P26 Activities/ facilities at 466-482 
Yaldhurst Road (Yaldhurst 
Recreation and Sports Facility) 
identified on the Outline 
development plan in Appendix 
18.8.4 limited to: 
i. Activities/facilities specified 

in P1 to P15, P17, P18 and P24 
in Rule 18.3.2.1.[Canterbury 
Sports Limited, #2277; 
Bridgman, #FS 2820] 

a. Activities and facilities, including parking areas, in 
Areas 1, 2 and 3 shall be in accordance with the 
Outline development plan in Appendix 18.8.4 
including the landscaping requirements and special 
conditions listed for Area 1; 

b. There shall be no outdoor recreation activities, 
conference and function facilities in Area 2; 

c.  All activities, including parking areas and mechanical 
plant and equipment, in Areas 1, 2 and 3 shall adhere 
to a noise management plan that: 

i. is prepared by a suitably qualified acoustic expert; 

ii. demonstrates, as a minimum, compliance with 
the relevant noise rules in Chapter 6;  

iii. contains a set of identified goals for the 
management of the site to minimise adverse 
noise effects (including cumulative effects) on the 
amenity of properties immediately adjoining the 
site resulting from organised recreational sporting 
activities, an aspirational noise limit and 
measures to achieve the goals and to reduce, over 
time, the use of offensive or objectionable 
language at the site; 

iv. specifies the range of activities and buildings that 
are subject to the noise management plan; 

v. is certified by the Christchurch City Council  in 
respect of rule P26(c)(i) to (iv) prior to the 
establishment of the activity; and  

vi. shall be amended and recertified in accordance 
with P26(c)(i) to (v), where activities or buildings 
are proposed that are not specified in the noise 
management plan as required by rule P26(c)(iv);  

d. Buildings in Areas 1 and 2 shall have no opening doors 
or windows on the northern façade; 
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e. No public address systems or external amplified 
speakers shall be used on the site; 

f. All flood lighting shall be controlled by an automated 
system and shall not be used outside of the hours of 
16:00 to 22:00; 

g. All outdoor recreation activities shall be limited to the 
hours of 07:00 to 22:00; 

h. All indoor facilities and buildings shall not be in use 
outside of the hours of 05:00 to 23:00.  

i. Use of clubroom facilities shall be limited to events, 
functions or gatherings ancillary to sports-related 
recreation. For the avoidance of doubt this shall 
exclude functions such as weddings, 21st's, funerals 
and conferences, except that: 

 i. up to a total of 12 non-sport related 
functions or events shall be permitted over 
the course of any calendar year provided that 
the total number of days for all of those 
events combined does not exceed 12 days;  

 ii. A record of the dates and duration of any 
non-sport related functions or events shall be 
kept, and made available to the Christchurch 
City Council on request. 

 [Canterbury Sports Limited, #2277; Bridgman, #FS 2820 

 

18.3.2.2 Controlled Activities 

 

There are no Controlled  Activities  

 

a. The activities listed below are Controlled Activities. 
 

Activity The Council’s control shall be limited to the 
following matters: 

C1 New buildings / structures (including 
stopbanks) for the purposes of flood 
and/or bank erosion mitigation and/or 
protection, where undertaken by the 
Christchurch City Council, Canterbury 
Regional Council or the Crown. [ECan, 

#2249.61, page 11] 

a.   The visual impact of the proposed flood 
protection or bank erosion works on open space 
and any neighbouring sites and public places, 
and any mitigation proposed. 

b. The potential effects  during construction of the 
flood protection or bank erosion works both 
within and surrounding the site, including 
increased erosion and sedimentation, noise, 
dust and traffic, and any mitigation proposed. 

c. The adequacy and appropriateness 
of measures  proposed to reinstate the open 
space affected by the works post construction 
including  but not limited to landscaping 
or grassing where applicable. [ECan, #2249.61, 

page 11] 
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18.3.2.3 Restricted Discretionary Activities 

a. The activities listed below are Restricted Discretionary Activities. 

b. Discretion to grant or decline consent and impose conditions is restricted to the Matters of 
Discretion set out in 18.7 for each standard, as set out in the following table: 

 

Activity The Council’s discretion shall be limited to the 
following matters: 

RD1 Any Activity listed in 18.3.2.1, P2-
P3 (Minor or Major sports 
facility) that does not meet one 
or more of the Activity Specific 
Standards. 
[Naval Point Club, #2305.4-
2305.9, pg13-14, C Edwards, 
#2386.4-2386.9, pg13-14, 
Canterbury Coastguard, 
#2244.11-2244.13, and others*5] 

a. Minor and major sports facilities – 18.7.1.1 

  

RD2 Any Activity listed in 18.3.2.1, P4 
(Gymnasium) that does not meet 
one or more of the Activity 
Specific Standards. 

a. Scale of activity, and displacement, 
multifunctional, non-recreational, community 
and cultural facilities – 18.7.1.2. [Crown, 
#2387.900 - 2387.902, page 234] 

b. Traffic generation and access – 18.7.1.3.4. 

c. Hours of Operation – 18.7.1.4.5. 

RD3 Any Activity listed in 18.3.2.1, P7 
(Public Amenities) that does not 
meet one or more of the Activity 
Specific Standards. 

a. Public amenities (Open Space Community Parks, 
Metropolitan Facilities, and Natural Zones) - 
18.7.1. 6.7. 

RD4 Any Activity listed in 18.3.2.1, 
P11 (Ancillary Office Activity), 
P12 (Ancillary Retail Activity) and 
P13 (Food and Beverage Outlets) 
that does not meet one or more 
of the Activity Specific Standards. 

a. Scale of activity, and displacement, 
multifunctional, non-recreational, community 
and cultural facilities – 18.7.1.2. 

b. Traffic generation and access – 18.7.1.3.4. 

c. Hours of operation – 18.7.1.4.5. [Crown, 
#2387.859-.861, page 226] 

RD5 Any Activity listed in 18.3.2.1, 
P14 (Conference and function 
facilities) and P15 (Guest 
accommodation) that does not 
meet one or more of the Activity 
Specific Standards.  

a. Multifunctional facilities, non-recreational uses 
and scale of activities – 18.7.1.15. Scale of 
activity, and displacement, multifunctional, non-
recreational, community and cultural facilities - 
18.7.1.2 

b. Traffic generation and access – 18.7.1.3.4. 

RD6 Any Activity listed in 18.3.2.1, 
P16 (Community facilities) that 

a. Community and cultural facilities – 18.7.1.3. Scale 
of activity, and displacement, multifunctional, 

                                                      
5 A Herriott, #2429; A Rondel, #2166; A Taylor, #2424; A Grindley-Jones, #2398; Boat Safety, #2299 and identical others -  e.g. 

#2303; #2289, #2393; G Suckling, #2175.3 - 2175.4, p2 and identical others #2175, 2177, 2252, 2253, 2256, 2258, 2261, 2262, 
2266, 2268, 2273, 2284, 2289, 2291, 2293, 2294, 2299, 2303, 2327, 2384, 2388, 2390, 2392, 2393, 2394, 2395, 2396, 2397, 
2398, 2400, 2401, 2402, 2405, 2407, 2408, 2411, 2413, 2414, 2417, 2424, 2429, 2431, 2434, 2437, 2438, 2441, 2442, 2573, 
2575, 2576, 2577,2578, 2579, 2580, 2581, 2582, 2583, 2593. 
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does not meet one or more of 
the Activity Specific Standards. 

non-recreational, community and cultural 
facilities – 18.7.1.2. 

RD7 Any Activity listed in 18.3.2.1, 
P17 (Community market) that 
does not meet one or more of 
the Activity Specific Standards. 

a. Hours of operation – 18.7.1.4.5. 

b. Traffic generation and access – 18.7.1.3.4. 

c. Refer to Matters of Discretion - 6.1.4.3 (General 
Rules – 6.1 Noise) 

RD8 Any Activity listed in 18.3.2.1, 
P21 (activities within a listed 
historic heritage item place) that 
does not meet one or more of 
the Activity Specific Standards. 
[Council, #2123.2, pg2] 

a. Hours of operation – 18.7.1.4.5. [Crown, 
#2387.859-.861, page 226] 

a.b. Residential activities – 18.7.1.12.13.17. 

b.c. Multifunctional facilities, non-recreational uses 
and scale of activities – 18.7.1.15. Scale of 
activity, and displacement, multifunctional, non-
recreational, community and cultural facilities - 
18.7.1.2 

RD9 Any Activity listed in 18.3.2.1, 
P24 (activities within a listed 
historic heritage place) that does 
not meet one or more of the 
Activity Specific Standards. 

a. Landscaping and trees – 18.7.1.13.14.18. 

RD10 Any Activity that does not 
comply with Built Form Standard 
18.3.3.1 (minimum building 
setback from road boundaries). 

a. Setback from road boundaries – 18.7.2.1. 

 

RD11 Any Activity that does not comply 
with Built Form Standard 18.3.3.2 
(minimum building setback from 
internal boundaries). 

a. Setback from internal boundaries - 18.7.2.1.2. 

 

RD12 Any Activity that does not comply 
with Built Form Standard 18.3.3.3 
(outdoor storage). 

a. Setback from road boundaries – 18.7.2.1. 

b. Setback from internal boundaries - 18.7.2.1.2. 

c. Outdoor storage – 18.7.2.2.3. 

RD13 Any Activity that does not 
comply with Built Form Standard 
18.3.3.4 (maximum building 
height). 

a. Building height – 18.7.2.3.4. 

RD14 Any Activity that does not 
comply with Built Form Standard 
18.3.3.5 (recession planes). 

a. Sunlight and outlook at boundary with a 
Residential and/or Central City Guest 
Accommodation Zone Zones and/or 
Accommodation and Community Facilities Overlay 
– 18.7.2.4.5. 

RD15 The creation of any surface 
water management structure 
within 3 kilometres of the outer 
edge of the runways at 
Christchurch International 
Airport.  

Compliance with Rule RD15, 
18.3.2.3 is not required if a 

a. Surface water management structures and 
birdstrike risk – 18.7.1.7.9. 
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resource consent (Subdivision 
and/or land use) provides for the 
same non-compliance on the site 
proposed for the activity.  

Any application arising from non-
compliance with this rule will 
only require written approval 
from Christchurch International 
Airport Limited. 

RD16 Any activity listed above as RD1 -
RD11 which is located within or 
adjacent to the Coastal 
Environment overlay area. 
[Crown, #3721.1371, pg269] 

a. Effects of activities on Activities and 
development within or adjacent to the Coastal 
Environment overlay area – 18.7.4. Refer to 
Matters of discretion for activities in the Coastal 
Environment in 9.4.X [Crown #2387, EIC of Ms 
Cameron, para.5.14] 

RD17 Non-compliance with Rule 
18.3.3.6  
Any application arising from 
non-compliance with this rule 
will not require written approval 
of any entity except the New 
Zealand Fire Service Commission 
and shall not be fully publicly 
notified. Limited notification if 
required shall only be to the 
New Zealand Fire Service 
Commission. [Crown, #2387.878, 
page 227] 

a.  Water supply for firefighting - 18.7.2.5 

 

18.3.2.4 Discretionary Activities 

a. The activities listed below are Discretionary Activities. 
 

Activity The Council will consider the matters of Discretion 
specified below and any other relevant matter under 
Section 104 of the Act: 

D1 Any building that does not 
comply with Built Form 
Standard 18.3.3.6 – Building 
site coverage and impervious 
surfaces.  

a. Building footprint, site coverage and impervious 
surfaces - 18.7.3.1 

b. Minor and Major Sports Facilities – 18.7.1.1 

D2 Any Activity listed in 18.3.2.1, 
P18 (Residential activity/unit 
[Crown, #2387.8, pg29]) that 
does not comply with one or 
more of the Activity Specific 
Standards. 

a. Residential activity – 18.7.1.12.13.17. 

b. Multifunctional facilities, non-recreational uses and 
scale of activities – 18.7.1.15. Scale of activity, and 
displacement, multifunctional, non-recreational, 
community and cultural facilities - 18.7.1.2 

c. Building footprint, site coverage and impervious 
surfaces – 18.7.3.1 

D3  Any activity listed in 18.3.2.4 as 
D1-D2 or D4 which is located 

a. Effects of activities on Activities and development 
within or adjacent to the Coastal Environment overlay 
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within or adjacent to the 
Coastal Environment overlay 
area. [Crown, #3721.1371, 
pg269] 

area – 18.7.4. Refer to Matters of discretion for 
activities in the Coastal Environment in 9.4.X [Crown 
#2387, EIC of Ms Cameron, para.5.14] 

D4  Any Recreation Facility that 
does not comply with the 
Activity Specific Standard in 
18.3.2.1, P1. [Naval Point Club, 
#2305.4-2305.9, pg13-14, C 
Edwards, #2386.4-2386.9, 
pg13-14, Canterbury 
Coastguard, #2244.11-
2244.13, and others*6] 

a. Recreation facilities - 18.7.3.3.8. 

b. Scale of activity, displacement, multifunctional, non-
recreational, community and cultural facilities – 
18.7.1.2 [Naval Point Club, #2305.4-2305.9, pg13-14, C 
Edwards, #2386.4-2386.9, pg13-14, Canterbury 
Coastguard, #2244.11-2244.13, and others*6] 

D5 
4  

Any activity not provided for as a Permitted, Restricted Discretionary, or Non-complying 
activity.  

 

18.3.2.5 Non-complying Activities 

a. The activities listed below are Non-complying Activities. 
 

Activity 

NC1 Any activity listed in 18.3.2.1 as Permitted Activity P19 (Use of Motorised craft) which 
does not meet one or more of the Activity Specific Standards. 

NC2 Any activity listed in 18.3.2.1 as Permitted Activity P20 (Motorised sports activity / facility 
[Crown, #2387.8, pg29]) which does not meet one or more of the Activity Specific 
Standards. 

NC3 Sensitive activities within the Air Noise Contour (50 dBA Ldn) as defined on the 
Planning Maps. [CIAL, #2348.141, pg51] 

NC4 a.  Sensitive activities and buildings (excluding accessory buildings associated with an 
existing activity):  
i.  within 12 metres of the centre line of a 110kV or 220kV National Grid 

transmission line or within 12 metres of a foundation of an associated support 
structure; or  

ii.  within 10 metres of the centre line of a 66kV National Grid transmission line or 
a 66kV electricity distribution line, or  within 10 metres of a foundation of an 
associated support structure.; or 

iii. within 5 metres of the centre line of a 33kV or the Heathcote to Lyttelton 11kV 
electricity distribution line, or within 5 metres of a foundation of an associated 
support structure. 

b.  Fences within 5 metres of a National Grid transmission line support structure 
foundation or a 66kV, 33kV and the Heathcote to Lyttelton 11kV electricity 
distribution line support structure foundation. 

 

                                                      
6 A Herriott, #2429; A Rondel, #2166; A Taylor, #2424; A Grindley-Jones, #2398; Boat Safety, #2299 and identical others -  e.g. 

#2303; #2289, #2393; G Suckling, #2175.3 - 2175.4, p2 and identical others #2175, 2177, 2252, 2253, 2256, 2258, 2261, 2262, 
2266, 2268, 2273, 2284, 2289, 2291, 2293, 2294, 2299, 2303, 2327, 2384, 2388, 2390, 2392, 2393, 2394, 2395, 2396, 2397, 
2398, 2400, 2401, 2402, 2405, 2407, 2408, 2411, 2413, 2414, 2417, 2424, 2429, 2431, 2434, 2437, 2438, 2441, 2442, 2573, 
2575, 2576, 2577,2578, 2579, 2580, 2581, 2582, 2583, 2593. 
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Any application made in relation to this rule shall not be publicly notified or limited 
notified other than to Transpower New Zealand Limited and/or Orion New Zealand 
Limited or other electricity distribution network operator. 
 
Notes:  

1.  The National Grid transmission lines and electricity distribution lines are shown 
on the planning maps.  

2.  Vegetation to be planted around the National Grid or electricity distribution 
lines should be selected and/or managed to ensure that it will not result in that 
vegetation breaching the Electricity (Hazards from Trees) Regulations 2003.  

3.  The New Zealand Electrical Code of Practice for Electrical Safe Distances (NZECP 
34:2001) contains restrictions on the location of structures and activities in 
relation to National Grid transmission lines and electricity distribution lines. 
Buildings and activities in the vicinity of National Grid transmission lines or 
electricity distribution lines must comply with the NZECP 34:2001.  

[Transpower NZ, #2218.89, pg26; Orion NZ, #2340.90 pg71] 

NC5 a.  Sensitive activities and buildings (excluding accessory buildings associated with an 
existing activity):  
i.  within 10 metres of the centre line of a 66kV electricity distribution line or 

within 10 metres of a foundation of an associated support structure; or 
ii. within 5 metres of the centre line of a 33kV and the Heathcote to Lyttelton 

11kV electricity distribution line or within 5 metres of a foundation of an 
associated support structure.  

b. Fences within 5 metres of a 66kV, 33kV and the Heathcote to Lyttelton 11kV 
electricity distribution line support structure foundation. 

 
Any application made in relation to this rule shall not be publicly notified or limited 
notified other than to Orion New Zealand Limited or other electricity distribution 
network operator. 
 
Notes:  

1.  The electricity distribution lines are shown on the planning maps.  
2.  Vegetation to be planted around electricity distribution lines should be 

selected and/or managed to ensure that it will not result in that vegetation 
breaching the Electricity (Hazards from Trees) Regulations 2003.  

3.  The New Zealand Electrical Code of Practice for Electrical Safe Distances (NZECP 
34:2001) contains restrictions on the location of structures and activities in 
relation to electricity distribution lines. Buildings and activities in the vicinity of 
or electricity distribution lines must comply with the NZECP 34:2001. 

[Orion NZ, #2340.90 pg71] 

 

18.3.2.6 Prohibited Activities 

 

There are no Prohibited Activities. 

 

 

18.3.3 Built Form Standards – Open Space Metropolitan Facilities Zone  
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18.3.3.1 Minimum building setback from road boundaries 

 

 Applicable to Permitted Restricted 
Discretionary 

Matters of 
Discretion 

a. All sites, other than listed 
below 

10 metres Less than 10 metres Setback from 
road 
boundaries – 
18.7.2.1 

b.  i. Shirley Golf Course 
ii. Avondale Golf Course 
iii. Waimairi Beach Golf Course 

20 metres Less than 20 metres  

c.  i. Riccarton Racecourse 
ii. Addington Racecourse  
iii. Christchurch Sports and 

Entertainment Centre at 55 
Jack Hinton Drive, 
Addington (currently known 
as Horncastle Arena) 

iv. 466-482 Yaldhurst Road 
[Canterbury Sports Limited, 
#2277; Bridgman, #FS 
2820] 

20 metres Less than 20 metres  

f.  The Naval Point Boat Harbour, 
16-25 Marina Access, Lyttelton 

No setback n/a n/a 

 

18.3.3.2 Minimum building setback from an internal boundary 

 

 Applicable to Permitted Restricted 
Discretionary 

Matters of 
Discretion 

a. All sites that adjoin a 
residential, rural or open 
space zone, other than listed 
below [Canterbury Sports 
Limited, #2277; Bridgman, #FS 
2820] 

20 metres. Less than 20 metres. Setback from 
internal 
boundaries - 
18.7.2.1.2. 

b.  i. Christchurch Park 
ii. Kearneys Park (Linfield 

Cultural Recreational 
Sports Club - 56 Kearneys 
Road) 

iii. Rugby Park 
iv. Wilding Park  
v. Shirley Golf Course 
vi. Avondale Golf Course 
vii. Waimairi Beach Golf 

Course 
viii. Lancaster Park 

10 metres. Less than 10 metres. 

c. Any buildings, balconies or 
decks on sites adjacent to a 
designated railway corridor 
[KiwiRail, #2246.35, page 7]  

4 metres 
from the 
designated 

Less than 4 metres 
from the designated 
railway corridor. 
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railway 
corridor. 

d.c.  i. The Naval Point Boat 
Harbour, 16-25 Marina 
Access, Lyttelton 

No setback n/a n/a 

 

18.3.3.3 Outdoor storage 

 

 Permitted Restricted 
Discretionary 

Matters of Discretion 

a. Any outdoor storage area which is not 
located within the minimum setbacks 
specified in Rules 18.3.3.1 and 18.3.3.2. 

Non-compliance with 
Permitted Standard 

a.  Setback from road 
boundaries – 
18.7.2.1. 

b.  Setback from 
internal boundaries - 
18.7.2.2 

b.c. Outdoor storage – 
18.7.2.2.3. 

b. Outdoor storage areas shall be screened 
from adjoining sites and roads by either 
planting, wall(s), fence(s), or any 
combination of these to at least 1.8m in 
height along the length of the storage 
area.  Where such screening is by way of 
planting it shall be for a minimum depth 
of 3m. 

Non-compliance with 
Permitted Standard 

 

18.3.3.4 Maximum building height 

 

 Applicable to Permitted Restricted 
Discretionary 

Matters of 
Discretion 

a. All sites, other than as specified 
below,  

20 metres Greater than 20 
metres  

Building height – 
18.7.2.3. 4. 

b.  i. Christchurch Park; 

ii. Kearneys Park (Linfield 
Cultural Recreational Sports 
Club - 56 Kearneys Road); 

iii. Rugby Park; 

iv. Wilding Park; 

v. Shirley Golf Course; 

vi. Avondale Golf Course; 

vii. Waimairi Golf Course; 

viii. Beach Golf Course. 

8 metres Greater than 8 
metres 

c. i. The Naval Point Boat 
Harbour, 16-25 Marina 
Access, Lyttelton 

ii. 466-482 Yaldhurst Road 
[Canterbury Sports Limited, 
#2277; Bridgman, #FS 
2820] 

11 15 
metres 

Greater than 11 15 
metres [Naval Point 
Club, #2305.4-2305.9, 
pg13-14, C Edwards, 
#2386.4-2386.9, 
pg13-14, Canterbury 
Coastguard, 
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#2244.11-2244.13, 
and others*7] 

d.  i. Addington Racecourse; 
ii. Christchurch Sports and 

Entertainment Centre at 55 
Jack Hinton Drive, 
Addington (currently 
known as Horncastle Arena) 

25 metres Greater than 25 
metres 

 
Note: See the permitted height exceptions contained within the definition of height. 
 

18.3.3.5 Sunlight and outlook at boundary with a Residential zone 

 

 Applicable to Permitted Restricted 
Discretionary 

Matters of 
Discretion 

a. All buildings i.  Where an internal site 
boundary adjoins a 
Residential and/or 
Central City Guest 
Accommodation Zone 
Zones and/or 
Accommodation and 
Community Facilities 
Overlay, no part of any 
building shall project 
beyond a building 
envelope contained by a 
45 degree recession 
plane measured at any 
point 2.3m above the 
internal site boundary in 
accordance with the 
diagrams in 18.8.3 - 
Appendix 1, unless 
specified below. 

ii.  Where a site boundary 
adjoins a Residential 
Suburban zone or 
Residential Suburban 
Density Transition zone, 
no part of any building 
shall project beyond a 
building envelope 
contained by a 35 degree 
recession plane 

Non-compliance 
with Permitted 
Standard. 

 

Where sites are 
located within a 
Floor Level and 
Fill Flood 
Management 
Area, recession 
plane breaches 
created by the 
need to raise 
floor levels will 
not require the 
written consent 
of other persons 
and shall be 
non-publicly 
notified. [Crown, 
#2387.8, page 
29] 

a. Sunlight and 
outlook at 
boundary with a 
Residential 
and/or Central 
City Guest 
Accommodation 
Zone Zones 
and/or 
Accommodation 
and Community 
Facilities 
Overlay – 
18.7.2.4.5. 

                                                      
7 A Herriott, #2429; A Rondel, #2166; A Taylor, #2424; A Grindley-Jones, #2398; Boat Safety, #2299 and identical others -  e.g. 

#2303; #2289, #2393; G Suckling, #2175.3 - 2175.4, p2 and identical others #2175, 2177, 2252, 2253, 2256, 2258, 2261, 2262, 
2266, 2268, 2273, 2284, 2289, 2291, 2293, 2294, 2299, 2303, 2327, 2384, 2388, 2390, 2392, 2393, 2394, 2395, 2396, 2397, 
2398, 2400, 2401, 2402, 2405, 2407, 2408, 2411, 2413, 2414, 2417, 2424, 2429, 2431, 2434, 2437, 2438, 2441, 2442, 2573, 
2575, 2576, 2577,2578, 2579, 2580, 2581, 2582, 2583, 2593. 
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measured at any point 
2.3m above any 
adjoining south site 
boundary. [Christchurch 
City Council, #2123.76, 
pg16] [Crown, #2387.8, 
pg29] 

Note: 
Where sites are located within a Floor Level and Fill Management Area, recession plane breaches 
created by the need to raise floor levels will not require the written consent of other persons and 
shall be non-publicly notified. [Crown, #2387.8, page 29] 

18.3.3.6 Building site coverage and impervious surfaces 

 

 Applicable to Permitted Activity Discretionary Activity The Council will 
consider the matters 
of Discretion 
specified below and 
any other relevant 
matters under 
Section 104 of the 
Act: [Crown, #2387.8, 
pg29] 

a. All buildings The maximum 
percentage of the 
site covered by 
buildings shall be as 
specified in column 
A of Table 1.  

Non-compliance with 
Permitted Standard  

a. Building footprint, 
site coverage and 
impervious 
surfaces - 18.7.3.1. 

b. All impervious 
surfaces, 
excluding 
walkways, tracks, 
cycle ways,   
artificial playing 
surfaces, and 
buildings.  

The maximum 
percentage of any 
site covered by 
impervious surfaces 
(excluding 
buildings) shall be 
as specified in 
column B of Table 
1. 

Non-compliance with 
Permitted Standard 

a. Building footprint, 
site coverage and 
impervious 
surfaces - 18.7.3.1. 

 
Table 1 
 

 Applicable to A 
(Site coverage) 

B 
(Impervious surfaces) 

a. All sites unless specified below in b. – f. 20% 30% 

b. i. Wilding Park 
ii. Christchurch Park 
iii. Rugby Park 
iv. Western Park 
v. Kearneys Park 

10% n/a 
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vi. The Naval Point Boat Harbour, 16-25 
Marina Access, Lyttelton 

c. i. Shirley Golf Course 
ii. Avondale Golf Course 
iii. Waimairi Beach Golf Course 

1%  5% 

d. i. Porritt Park 
ii. Addington Racecourse 
iii. Riccarton Racecourse 

5% 30% 

e. Lancaster Park Stadium 50% n/a 

f. Christchurch Sports and Entertainment 
Centre at 55 Jack Hinton Drive, Addington 
(currently known as Horncastle Arena) 

40% n/a 

g. 466-482 Yaldhurst Road [Canterbury 
Sports Limited, #2277; Bridgman, #FS 
2820] 

4% 30% [Canterbury 
Sports Limited, #2277; 
Bridgman, #FS 2820] 

 

18.3.3.6 Water supply for firefighting   

 
a.  Provision for sufficient water supply and access to water supplies for firefighting shall be made 

available to all buildings (excluding accessory buildings that are not habitable buildings) via 
Council’s urban reticulated system (where available) in accordance with the New Zealand Fire 
Service Firefighting Water Supplies Code of Practice (SNZ PAS: 4509:2008).  

b.  Where a reticulated water supply compliant with SNZ PAS:4509:2008 is not available, or the 
only supply available is the controlled restricted rural type water supply which is not 
compliant with SNZ PAS:4509:2008, water supply and access to water supplies for firefighting 
shall be in accordance with the alternative firefighting water sources provisions of SNZ PAS 
4509:2008. [Crown, #2387.878, page 228] 
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Appendix 18.8.4 - Yaldhurst Recreation and Sports Facility - Outline 
Development Plan 
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